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Dewey A. Bow ley. Sr.
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
William H. Standing, Jr.
Keith A. Bisson
Mi 1 ton W . Marden , Jr .




TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
El i zabeth G. Stand ing
John F . Swasey , Jr .




Term Expires 1 992
Term Expires 1 994
Term Expires 1 990
Term Expires 1991
Term Exp ires 1991
Term Exp ires 1991
Term Expires 1989
Term Expires 1990






Term Exp ires 1991
Term Expires 1989
Term Expires 1990
Term Exp i res 1 991
Term Expires 1989
Term Expires 1990
Term Exp ires 1991
DEPUTY HEALTH OFFICER
Robert R. Leverone Term Expires 1989
POLICE CHIEF
Norman M . Bower
FIRE CHIEF
Da v i cS A . Baker
DEPUTY FIRE CHIEFS
William E. I n g a 1 1 s
William H . Standing
FIRE WARDS
R a i p h E . F e 1 1 o w s
Robert S. Donovan
David R . L e D u c
Term Exoires 1990
Term Expires 19 91
Term Expires 1991





Lindsey F. Rice, II
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
Judith A . Sargent
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BUILDING INSPECTOR
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Term Expires 1939
PLANNING BOARD
George M. Moore, Jr
Richard E . M o n a h a n
,























































El i zabeth B . Leach
Christopher D. She r rill
one!
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Term Expires 1989
Term Expires 1989






Robert E. Fox, Chairman
Evelyn T . Frapp ier
L. Nicol
B . Rogers , Sec re ta
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Richard A. Labell





















LIGHT INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
Russell D. Estabrook, Jr. Term Expires
John D. Marden Term Expires
Nancy J. Marden Term Expires
George P. Moulai son Term Expires
David R. LeDuc
WATER BOARD
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Mary M. Allen
My rt 1 e B . Rogers
CIVIL DEFENSE
Horace W i 1 i i a m s
GALE LIBRARY
Irene T. Nally, Director
Susan R . Peterson, Librarian
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK
Nancy A. Powierza (resigned)
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Nancy J . Wrigley
SELECTMEN'S ASSISTANT
Marion L. Kelly
PLANNING BOARD ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Susan J . Rice
BOAT TAX COLLECTORS
Raymond L . Bate man,
Robert R. Leverone
Jr. Term Expires 1989
Term Exp ires 1 989
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL SOLID WASTE DISTRICT 149-M
Ralph E. Fellows, Chairman
Kenneth A . Pel 1 et i er
Martha 0. Bailey
Frank E. Gibbs, Sr. (resigned)








. Pel let ier , Cha i rman
. Rogers
. Reynolds, Jr.
Bailey, Vice Chai rman
Gibbs , Sr . , Secretary

























Robert S. Donovan Selectman
WASTE DISPOSAL RESEARCH COMMITTEE
Charles F. Rogers
Mary M . Allen
Allan A. Lamond
Martha 0. Bailey

















John T. Kelleher, Chairman
Sherman P. McCutcheon (resigned)





Term Exp ires 1992
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Clifford J. Chapman was born May 5, 1932 in Haverhill,
Massachusetts. He moved to West Newbury, Massachusetts with his
family and was educated in the West Newbury school system.
In 1955, Cliff was
States Air Force, serving
married Dorothy Cadorette
he resided at 135 North
boys and two girls.
honorably discharged
his country for four
and moved to the Town




a family of two
Cliff was an asset to the Town of Newton where he served
his community as a police officer during the years of 1962 -
1971. He held the position of Deputy Police Chief during the
years of 1965 and 1967. Cliff was also elected as Road Agent
for the Town of Newton during the years of 1969 and 1970.
Cliff passed away on December 5, 1988.
missed by the community and his many friends.
He will be sadly
NEW HAMPSHIRE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
DECLARATION
Saluting Boy Scout Troop 91 of Newton, New Hampshire
WHEREAS, in the Year of Our Lord, Nineteen Hundred and Fifty-Five,
did begin the illustrious history of Newton, New Hampshire Boy
Scout Troop 9 1 , and
WHEREAS, on that same noteworthy date the Newton Junction Baptist
Church became the sponsor of Boy Scout Troop 91, a union that
has endured for thirty-three years right up to this very day,
and
WHEREAS, the community of Newton has long considered Boy Scout
Troop 91 a source of great pride, watching with esteem, affection
and gratitude as, through the years, the scouts carried out
numerous community service projects, and
WHEREAS, in this present year of 1988, from the fourteenth
through the sixteenth of October, Boy Scout Troop 91 will host a
Camporee at the Lone Tree Scout Reservation in Kingston, and
WHEREAS, the membership of Boy Scout Troop 91, under the diligent
leadership of Scoutmaster Fred Ellis, Sr., admirably decided on
Public Safety as the Camporee's theme, and
WHEREAS, this event of 1988 will mark the second time that Boy
Scout Troop 91 has ever hosted a Camporee, while simultaneously
marking the first time that the Troop's present members have
hosted such an event, now therefore be it
DECLARED, by the Speaker of the House, that the present members
of Newton, New Hampshire Boy Scout Troop 91 be congratulated and
saluted for hosting the 1988 Camporee, and be it further
DECLARED, that all scouts in attendance at the Camporee be
recognized for their committment to the principals of scouting,
and that a suitable copy of this Declaration be prepared for
presentation to Troop 91.
Dougl as Scamman , Jr
.
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
TOWN WARRANT
1989
The State of New Hampshire Town Warrant
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 A.M. to 7:30 PM.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Newton, N.H., in the County of
Rockingham, in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
you are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall, in said Newton,
on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March next, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, to choose all necessary Town Officers for the
ensuing year by official ballot, and to take other action required
to be inserted on said ballot; the polls to be open at ten
o'clock in the forenoon and to close not earlier than seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening, and thereafter to reconvene at the
Sanborn Regional Middle School in Newton, on Wednesday, March
15, 1989, at seven o'clock in the evening for the purpose of
acting upon all other matters to come before the Meeting.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 to the
Zoning Ordinance as proposed by petition of 25 or more legal
voters for this Town?
"To rezone a tract of land currently owned by V & M Associates
Trust, identified by Newton Tax Map 012, Block 04, Lot 001-1
from Residential A to Commercial. Land is opposite a Commercially
Zoned Development and abutts a Commercially Zoned Parcel."
THE PLANNING BOARD DISAPPROVES OF THIS AMENDMENT
3. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
To amend SECTION IX COMMERCIAL ZONE USES, to add:
4. Office building(s)
4. Are you in favor of the ad.option of Amendment No. 3 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
To amend SECTION X COMMERCIAL ZONE AREA REGULATIONS, to add:
7. No more than 60% of any lot in the Commercial Zone
shall be covered.
5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning
Ordinance as f ol lows
:
To amend SECTION XII LIGHT INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL ZONE AREA REGULATIONS to add
3. No more than 60% of any lot area in the Light Industrial/
Commercial Zone shall be covered.
6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning
Ordi nance as f ol lows
To amend SECTION X COMMERCIAL ZONE AREA REGULATIONS, to read:
4. Lot Area: Each lot shall have not less than 200 feet
continuous frontage on a Class I, II, III, IV, or V
Highway and an area not less than 60,000 square feet.
(Currently, this section reads: "....200 feet frontage
on a street or way....")
7. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning
Ord inance as f ol lows :
To amend SECTION IV RESIDENTIAL A ZONE AREA REGULATIONS, to add:
4. Height Restriction: No builidng or structure shall be
more than two and one half {2%) stories high nor have
an aggregate height greater than 35 feet.
(These restrictions do not apply to radio or television
receiving antennas.)
To amend SECTION VI RESIDENTIAL B ZONE AREA REGULATIONS, to add:
4. Height Restrictions: No building or structure shall be
more than two and one half [2%) stories high nor have an
aggregate height greater than 35 feet.
(These restrictions do not apply to radio or television
receiving antennas.)
To amend SECTION VIII RESIDENTIAL C ZONE AREA REGULATIONS, to add:
3. Height Restriction: No building or structure shall be
greater than 15 feet high.
(This restriction does not apply to radio or television
receiving antennas .
)
To amend SECTION X COMMERCIAL ZONE AREA REGULATIONS, to add:
7. Height Restriction: No building or structure shall be
more than three (3) stories high, nor have an aggregate
height greater than 35 feet.
(This restriction does not apply to elevator machinery
rooms, air conditioners, heating systems, communication
antennas, or radio or television receiving antennas.)
To amend SECTION XII LIGHT INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL ZONE AREA REGULATIONS, to add:
3. Height Restriction: No building or structure shall be
more than three (3) stories high nor have an aggregate
height greater than 35 feet.
(This restriction does not apply to elevator machinery
rooms, air conditioners, heating systems, communication
antennas, or radio and television receiving antennas.)
To amend SECTION XIII GENERAL PROVISIONS, to add:
6. All building heights shall be measured according to
BOCA Code.
7. Church spires or towers of Public Buildings may exceed
the height restriction by no more than 40%.
8. To hear
thereto .
reports of Town Officers and pass any vote relating
9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes
the Board of
10. To see if the Town will
transfer tax liens and convey
Deed by public auction (or
manner as determined by the
RSA 80:42.
vote to authorize the Selectmen to
property acquired by Tax Collector's
advertised sealed bid) or in such
Selectmen as justice may require.
11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
sell any property of the Town, excluding Real Estate, not used
for public purposes by advertised sealed bids.
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the State,
Federal or another governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the year in accordance with the
procedures set forth in Revised Statutes Annotated 31: 95 -B
.
13. To see if the Town will vote to grant a discount of 5% on
property taxes if paid within fifteen(15) days of the date of
the tax bill.
14. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to elect its Planning Board pursuant to
RSA 673:2 II (b). Said Statute states "The local legislative
body may decide, by majority vote at the Town Meeting, that
Planning Board Members shall be elected. If this procedure is
adopted, the Selectmen shall choose one Selectman as an ex-officio
member and the remaining planning board positions shall be
filled at the. next regular town election pursuant to RSA 669:17.
Thereafter, a Planning Board Member shall be elected for the
term provided under RSA 673:5, II".
Said Planning Board will consist of six elected members plus
the single Selectmen's ex-officio as per above Statute. Terms
of office, shall be in conformance with RSA 673:5 II. Alternates
shall be appointed by the Planning Board as per RSA 673:6 II.
Any vacancies shall be filled as per RSA 673:12 I and II.
Next Town Meeting's ballot shall list six positions. Two
positions for three year terms, two positions for two year terms
and two positions for one year term.
15. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town will vote to prohibit the Board of Selectmen and/or Town
Counsel from expending further money from the legal reserve
fund, or any other fund to pursue the issue over the driveway at
6 South Main Street, Newton, N.H., previously lost to the town
in arbitration. (The article refers to the case pending against
Michael and Kathleen Wrobel.)
16. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town will vote to authorize the establishment of an educational
voucher system which will provide reimbursement up to $2,000.00
for each child eligible to attend Sanborn Regional School District
from the Town of Newton, N.H., who chooses to attend an approved
educational system other than Sanborn Regional School District.
This program will be administered by an independent administrative
body of elected volunteers consisting of 5 members.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and. appropriate the
sum of $1,117,478.82 to defray Town charges for the ensuing
year, including all charges as shown in the Town Budget as
posted with the Town Warrant.
18. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 to
increase the salary for the three Selectmen from $2,000.00 to
$2,500.00 per year.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $8,000.00 for the purchase of a personal computer, printer
and software for use in the Selectmen's Office. (Per Selectmen's
Bid Pol icy)
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,996.00 to pay for the "Circuit Rider" program from the
Rockingham Planning Commission to assist the Planning Board in
the updating of Subdivision Regulations and Non-Residential Site
Plans plus meet with developers to discuss their plans and
ensure accurate and complete applications.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,650.00 to make the clock in the Town Hall tower
f unct iona 1
.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,000.00 for land engineering costs for the Newton
"Senior Center" building.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $30,000.00 to be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund for
reassessment in 1990 of all real property in the Town.
24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to join a sub-district under the provisions of RSA
1 49 - M : 18, within the existing 149-M district and draft a Solid
Waste Management Plan for the sub-district by October 1, 1989.
The direction of the plan shall be to set up a solid waste
implementation district under the provisions of RSA 53-A. The
district will potentially include five (5) member towns as
follows: Newton, East Kingston, Exeter, Hampstead, and Kingston.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $8,000.00 for the payment of the Town's share of the
planning sub-district (149-M) budget (1st year).
26. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to join a 149-M Planning Sub-district
within the existing 149-M District for the purpose of creating a
regional solid waste district under State of N.H. RSA 53:A. The
Planning District will report back to town meeting for acceptance
of the plan and proposed agreement (& budget) within one (1)
year. The Plan will include the selection & siting of facilities
within the sub-district with the emphasis on reduction, reuse,
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and recycling of as much waste as possible. The facilities to
be sited include: recycling center, also known as a MRF
(Materials Recovery Facility - a facility set up to process
glass, cans (aluminum & steel), paper, plastics and other items
into resaleable material for remanuf actur ing ) , a yard and wood
waste processing center (to include stumps); a co-composting
center (for septage, organic fraction of Municipal Solid Waste
(MSW), sewerage treatment plant sludges and byproducts from yard
waste) septage treatment/dewatering facility and a landfill (to
include study of landfill mining). Also to be undertaken is an
analysis of the collection & transportation network to service
the communities and facilities. The sub-district is to devise a
plan to handle its waste without the use of incineration and
develop plans for a landfill that will not accept ash from a
mass burn incinerator. The sub-district will be made up of the
following towns and will be formed if at least two of them vote
in the affirmative - Exeter, East Kingston, Kingston, Newton &
Hampstead. If other towns request to join the 149-M planning
sub-district they will be considered and assessed on a case by
case basi s .
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $8,000.00 for the payment of the Town's share of the
planning sub-district (149-M) budget (1st year).
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,000.00 to construct an enclosure to cover the stairs
leading into the Police Station and authorize the withdrawal
from the Capital Reserve Fund established in 1987 for improvements
to Town Buildings. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $14,300.00 to purchase a new Police Cruiser; to withdraw
the Principal of $5,975.07 plus accrued interest from the Capital
Reserve Fund established for this purpose, and to appropriate a
sum of $8,324.93 less accrued interest. (Per State Bid)
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,700.00 for the purchase of fifteen (15) Motorola
Pagers for the Fire Department. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $4,200.00 for the purchase of 1,000 feet of 4" Hose for
the Fire Department. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
32. To see if the Town will vote
sum of $1,060.00 for the purchase





33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $25,000.00 to be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund for the
future purchase of fire apparatus and equipment.
34. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the Provisions of the
National Fire Protection Association No. 54 - National Fuel Gas
Code.
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35. On a petition of ten or more legal voters, to see if the
Town will revoke Warrant Article 18 passed at the 1987 Town
Meeting. (This article was originally tabled, but taken off the
table and acted upon after Article 22.) The amended article
stated: "To see if the Town of Newton will vote to compensate
the owners of businesses at the rate of $20.00 per hour, per
person, for Fire and Rescue Personnel who would be responding to
day-time emergencies Monday through Friday, from 8:00 AM through
5:00 PM. This article to become effective Januarv 1, 1987".
36. To see i
sum of $50,000
and Heath Street
f the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
00 for the resurfacing of Whittier Street Extension
37. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$800.00 to initiate a "HOPE INSTEAD OF DOPE" Drug Prevention
Program to introduce young people in our communities to
individuals who have been successful in endeavors and could
serve as an inspiration and encouragement to avoid involvement
in drugs and to engage in activities that help them build success
and self-esteem in their own lives.
38. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,200.00 to initiate a "NATURAL HIGH" Drug Prevention Program
to provide young people and families in our community with
healthy and fun activities throughout the year to help provide
alternatives against the use of drugs and alcohol.
39. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to support a "ZERO TOLERANCE WAR AGAINST
DRUGS" effort in our community. To encourage our Police, School
and other authorities to take the following kinds of measures
send a clear message that we don't want drugs in our towns:
We support active Police Patrol of all juvenile
gather i ng pi aces ;
We support thorough Police Investigations
suspected drug activities in our communities;
We support periodic random as- well as
specific-case pocket and locker searches
testing in the schools;








in our communities newspapers;
prosecution of anyone caught dealing
40. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$800.00. This money is for the Police Department to use towards
the purchase of various items at the discretion of the Chief of
Police, in the Town's "ZERO TOLERANCE WAR AGAINST DRUGS".
41. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,200.00. This money is for the Police Department to use in
the Town's "ZERO TOLERANCE WAR AGAINST DRUGS" to hire an
undercover police officer under the supervision of the Chief of
Police.
42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,500.00 for the purchase of air conditioners for the
Gale Library.
43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 to be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund for the
future addition to or renovation of the Gale Library.
44. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate and
authorize the Board of Selectmen to expend up to $1,500.00 for
sampling and analysis of Country Pond in conjunction with the
Town of Kingston, the State and the EPA in order to insure the
safety of our residents who use the pond for recreational uses
and draw their drinking water (indirectly) from the pond.
45. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $8,000.00 for the development of the new portion of
Highland Cemetery.
46. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,647.32 to purchase Visiting Nurse Services for the
residents of Newton from the Medicare certified EXETER AREA
VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION, INC.
47. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,200.00 as a contribution to the LAMPREY HEALTH CARE
bus for the elderly.
48. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $650.00 to assist the ROCKINGHAM COUNSELING CENTER,
(formally ROCKINGHAM CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES).
49. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $4,009.00 for the support of the work of the CENTER FOR
LIFE MANAGEMENT.
50. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $900.00 to help defray expenses of A SAFE PLACE/Seacoast
Task Force on Domestic Violence, a private, non-profit organization
which provides emergency shelter and support services for battered
women and their children, and serves residents of the Town of
Newton .
51. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $750.00 for WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER for victims of sexual
v io lence
.
52. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,729.91 for membership in the FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE
SERVICES of Southern Rockingham County.
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53. To see if the Town
sum of $1 ,000.00 for the
will vote to raise and appropriate the
support of the VIC GEARY CENTER.
54. To see if the
sum of $2,213.00
ACTION PROGRAM.
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
to assist the ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY
55. To see if the Town. will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,000.00 to defray a portion of the cost of service
rendered by the AREA HOMEMAKER HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICE, INC., a
non-profit organization.
56. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,000.00 to construct a bridge on Town Recreational
Land, the old railroad grade, known as the "Peanut Trail". The
bridge will be constructed to allow passage of the Newton Fire
Department forest fire vehicle. (Per Selectmen's Bid Policy)
57. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,000.00 to be used for the surveying of Town Property
as determined jointly by the Conservation Commission and the
Board of Selectmen.
58. To see if the Town will vote to deposit fifty percent (50%)
of the revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79-A (The Land Use
Change Tax) into the Conservation Fund in accordance with RSA
36-A:5 III as authorized by RSA 79-A : 25 II.
59. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $25,000.00 to be piaced into a Capital Reserve Fund for
the aerial mapping of the Town for purposes of preparing updated
assessors and town maps, natural resources inventories., and
long-term land use planning.
60. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 to be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose
of acquiring land for R.O.W.'s and other easements and the
maintenance, repair and reconstruction of such.
61. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to raise and appropriate a sum, not to
exceed, $5,000.00 to pave a boat ramp and install a fence (to
separate the swimmers and boats) at the Town Beach so called,
near Wenmark's Grove.
62. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to raise and appropriate a sum, not to
exceed $4,000.00 to pave a boat ramp at the Town Beach so called,
near Wenmark's Grove, and in order to show that the Town or its
Board are not prejudice, and to give the boaters the same
priviledges that the bathers have had for approximately 10
years, "Close the beach to bathing so that swimmers do not
interfere with boaters".
63. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if the
Town of Newton will vote to convert to the use of recycled
paper, for use in all departments.
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64. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to accept Birch Road, Anthony Circle and Crystal Lane
as Town roads. The roads have been constructed to town
specifications and have subsequently been approved by the Town
Road Agent.
65. To see if the Town of Newton will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept Durgin Drive and the Fire Pond
(Let 24A) at such time as construction, in accordance with the
specifications, is complete.
66. To transact any other business that may legally come before
the Meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this 10th day of February
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-nine.
1/
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70 Reassess of Real Property #23:! !! ii 30,000
71 Fire Dept. Apparatus & Equip. #33 : ' !i 25,000
72 Gale Library Addition/Renovation #43! !! 5,000
73 Aerial Mapping #59 ; ' i 25,000




76 Waa>lBi|saM«st€>:X)epsKKfl6nK"Hope Instead of Dope" #37l' 800
77 f&^c^£&few^oetBp«3OTes^£ ,,Natural High"Prog. Act . #38, i 1,200
78 Municipal Electric Department
79 FICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions 2 5,250 23,679 28,000
80 Insurance jj 55,000 i! 57,410 64,100
81 Unemployment Compensation 1,3 50 1,292 _jL. 1,300
82 Zero Tolerance War Against Drugsj Materials #40







84 BUDGET 928,359 ,TT7,47 9
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS 39,600 jj





Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (Line 133)
j
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and County Taxes)
516.684
843 ,300
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF new™, • N.H.



























National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes







State Aid_Water Pollution Projects _
Reimb. a c St ate-Federal Forest Land_
Other Reimbursements

















585 .. _ .1,87 2 ..-'.... 84
9, 00 ._ 8,728. 8 , 700
i,ooo_ , 3., 14 7 : 1,500 _
.49,500 .., 3.7^5 00. "t——°-
134,000_ L -.124 ,051- - 120 ,00
A 1 , 2 9_ i 41_, 209._-— 4 2,169-
800_ __.1^009.
353.








Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
-










L4_. 4-9.5 ^—20-,_D 00-























Rent oT Town Property
.5 I! -67-5- -500- -
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interests on Deposits
Sale of Town Properly
Income f rornTrus t_Funds_





_.5? f 6_6_CL [1_5.5j0Q.Q_
_ 6 A. i.IS 5 i[_ 2 _ .0 0_
5^ 4 3 2 £__ .5 , 0_
5,97 3 5,000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES _
Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
Income from Water and Sewer Departments
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve





TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS " 547 ~ 394 .6_3J6..29 8_ ..516,684
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DEPARTMENT BUDGET PLANNING WORKSHEETS
1988 YR-DATE PROP. '89
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Personnel Expenses:
Salaries 17,000.00 17,996.42 19,632.00 2,632.00
Medical Insurance 3,840.00 3,797.76 5,330.00 1,490.00
Dental 816.00 816.00
Facilities Expense:
Telephone 2,500.00 1,963.00 2,500.00
Equipment Expense:
General Repairs 100.00 50.00 (50.00)
Equipment Purchase 500.00 105.21 500.00
Service Contracts 650.00 695.90 700.00 50.00
Telephone Replacement *1 ,154.21
Administrative Expense:
Office Supplies 3,200.00 2,983.28 3,200.00
Travel Expense 750.00 284.37 500.00 (250.00)
Dues, Seminars,
Subscriptions 2,200.00 1,853.78 2,000.00 (200.00)
Training Expense 150.00 150.00
Data Processing 2,200.00 673.75 1,000.00 (1,200.00)
Misc. General Expense 300.00 153.80 200.00 (100.00)
Town Report & Delivery 2,600.00 2,325.48 2,600.00
Other Expense:
Consultant Fees 1,100.00 1,100.00
Legal Advertising 1,000.00 468.36 1,000.00
Board of Appeals 1,300.00 823.25 1,300.00
TOTAL 38,290.00 35,283.57 42,578.00 4,288.00
Budget Adjustment - 1,700.00
Net Budget 36,590.00
* Telephone destroyed by lightning
HEALTH OFFICER EXPENSES
Personnel Expenses:
Salaries 3,640.00 3,640.00 5,200.00 1,560.00
Inspection Fees 4,500.00 5,428.11 8,000.00 3,500.00
Facilities Expense:
Telephone 500.00 500.00 300.00 (200.00)
Equipment Expense:
Equipment Rental 100.00 100.00
Equipment Purchase 100.00 10.00 400.00 300.00
Administrative Expense:
Office Supplies 300.00 6.83 650.00 350.00
Travel Expense 600.00 617.93 600.00
Dues, Seminars,
Subscriptions 200.00 41.00 300.00 100.00
Employees Payroll Exp. 1,820.00 1,820.00
Other Expense:
Legal Fees 1,500.00 1,500.00






































































































7,280.00 3,755.32 4,300.00 (2,980.00)
380.00 . 99.59 50.00 (300.00)














































1988 YR-DATE PROP. '89
POLICE DEPARTMENT BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Personnel Expenses:
Salaries: Chief 27,300.00 26,707.00 28,865.00 1,565.00
Full Time Officers 59,360.00 38,496.00* 65,600.00 6,240.00
Part Time Officers 24,520.00 25,512.00 24,000.00 (520.00)
Secretary 15,015.00 13,576.00 16,380.00 1,365.00
Overtime 6,000.00 7,841.00 6,000.00
Health Insurance & Dental 9,220.00 9,293.00 15,000.00 5,780.00
Ammunition 700.00 1,249.00 700.00
Cruiser Maintenance 5,500.00 6,032.00 5,200.00 (300.00)
Equipment Supplies 2,000.00 2,608.00 2,000.00
Facility Expenses 250.00 1,704.00 500.00 250.00
Gasoline 7,500.00 6,521.00 7,200.00 (300.00)
Miscellaneous 800.00 846.00 1,000.00 200.00
Office Supplies 1,500.00 3,416.00 1,600.00 100.00
Radio and Radar Maintenance 1,000.00 1,165.00 1,000.00
Recruiting Expenses 500.00 625.00 700.00 200.00
Seminars and Dues 800.00 583.00 800.00
Telephone 2,800.00 1,931.00 2,400.00 (400.00)
Training 1,000.00 1,454.00 1,000.00
Uniform Allowance 2,400.00 3,100.00 2,200.00 (200.00)
Petty Cash 100.00 102.00 100.00
TOTAL 168,265.00 152,761.00 182,245.00 13,980.00
Budget Adjustment 7,500.00
Net Budget 160,765.00
*Lt. Marino, Workmen's Comp, . 51 Weeks
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Personnel Expenses:
Salaries - Chief 3,900.00









Expendables - Gas 5,000.00
Equipment - 3 New Scots
Equipment Purchase 5,400.00







































































Includes Ladder $900.00 and Springs $600.00






Salaries 18,000.00 13.,838.13 18,000.00
Medical Insurance 1,102.00 1,,651.74 3,020.00 1,918.00
Dental Insurance 355.00 '355.00
Facilities Expenses:
Repairs 300.00 129.86 300.00
Utilities 900.00 807.13 900.00
Telephone 400.00 390.30 400.00
Rest Room Maintenance 150.00 150.00 150.00
Land Fill - Rental 47,000.00 44 ,186.57 130,000.00 83,000.00
Hauling 36,000.00 35 ,149.00 36,000.00
Equipment Expenses:
Rental - Bulldozer 6,000.00 5 ,358.00 7,000.00 1,000.00
Equipment Purchase 100.00 32.98 100.00
White Metals Disposal 3,500.00 2 ,152.19 10,000.00 6,500.00
Tire Disposal 3,000.00 3,000.00
Administrative Expenses:
Dues, Seminars,
Subscriptions 5,900.00 5 ,404.00 (5,900.00)
Misc. General Expense 100.00 266.43 100.00
Hazardous Material 3,000.00 3,000.00
District ( 1'49-M Dues) 1,000.00 1 ,000.00 2,271.00 1,271.00
Recycling 10,000.00 10,000.00
TOTAL 120,302.00 110 ,516.33 224,596.00 104,294.00
Budget Adjustment 7,100.00
Net Budget 113,202.00
Heated Box ordered 11/21/86 l $6,750.00
Personnel Expenses:
Salaries 19,960.00 18.,015.14 22,000.00 2 ,040.00
Facilities Expense:
Improvement - Tarring 40,000.00 54.,097.71 44,000.00 4 ,000.00
Equipment Expense:
Equipment Rental 40,000.00 31.,065.00 44,000.00 4 ,000.00
Administrative Expense:
Misc. General Expense 3,609.49 149.25 2,168.82 (1 ,440.67)
TOTAL 103,569.49 103 ,327.10 112,168.82 8 ,599.33
Hwy Block Grant 41,209.49 42 ,950.75 42,168.82




1988 YR-DATE PROP. '89
HIGHWAY - WINTER BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Personnel Expense:
Salaries 3,938.00 2,111.00 4,350.00 412.00
Equipment Expenses:
Expendables - Salt & Sand 10,000.00 4,752.37 11,000.00 1,000.00
Equipment Rental 45,000.00 25,775.50 49,500.00 4,500.00
Equipment Purchase 900.00 60.20 1,000.00 100.00
TOTAL 59,838.00 33,599.07 65,850.00 6,012.00
GENERAL ASSISTANCE
Personnel Expense:
Salaries 4 ,500.00 4,500.00 5 ,000.00 500.00
General Assistance Expenses:
Medical -Psycho logical 500.00 64.16 500.00
Utilities 1 ,000.00 439.34 1 ,000.00
Telephone-Client Bills 200.00 (200.00)
Food/Fuel 1 ,000.00 87.75 1 ,000.00
Rental or Mortgage 5 ,000.00 750.00 3 ,000.00 (2,000.00)
Contingency Fund 1 ,000.00 57.28 500.00 (500.00)
Personal Maintenance 200.00 200.00
Administrative Expenses:
Office Supplies 50.00 2.42 50.00
Travel Expense 200.00 37.20 50.00 (150.00)
Dues, Seminars,
Subscriptions 200.00 99.00 150.00 (50.00)
Misc. General Expense 50.00 50.00
Telephone - Long Distance 100.00 121.91 150.00 50.00
Other Expense:
Victims of Violent Crimes 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
TOTAL 15 ,000.00 6,159.06 12 ,650.00 (2,350.00)
RECREATION COMMISSION
Personnel Expense:
Salaries 7,650.00 5 ,893.13 8,000.00 350.00
Facilities Expenses:
Improvement 1,500.00 1 ,417.92 1,500.00
Utilities 250.00 238.46 250.00
Chemical Toilets 500.00 420.00 500.00
Grounds Maintenance 2,500.00 657.75 2,000.00 (500.00)
Equipment Expenses:
General Repairs 600.00 170.01 600.00
Equipment Purchase 700.00 700.00
Administrative Expenses:
Program Expenses 3,200.00 2 ,366.15 3,500.00 300.00
Publ icity 50.00 50.00
Other Expense:
Consultant Fees 30.00 32.00 30.00




1988 YR-DATE PROP. '89
LIBRARY BUDGET EXPENSE BUDGET VARIANCE
Salaries 29,000.00 25,145.41 29,000.00
Mileage 200.00 202.80 200.00
Telephone 425.00 455.48 450.00 25.00
Media 10,500.00 11,591.74 14,000.00 3,500.00
Postage & Suppl ies 1,200.00 981.59 1,200.00
Community Programs 450.00 443.46 450.00
Professional Adv. 300.00 187.00 300.00
Miscel laneous 50.00 50.00
Copier 280.00 712.85 280.00
Insurance 300.00 300.00 (300.00)
Furniture/ Equipment 450.00 1,745.06 450.00
Repairs 300.00 300.00
Computer 150.00 463.11 150.00












SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Land - Improved and Unimproved $20,217,300.00
Buildings 42,711,450.00
Gas Pipe Line 364,300.00
Electric Lines & Poles 553,400.00
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED $63,846,450.00
Blind Exemptions (3) 18,000.00
Elderly Exemptions (51) 713,450.00
Physically Handicapped Exemption (2) 11,100.00
NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $63,103,900.00
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Blind
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Elderly
Amount of Taxes Exempted to Physically Handicapped
Amount of War Service Tax Credit
Amount of Solar Tax Credit
Amount of Wood Heating System Tax Credit
Number of Inventories Distributed
Number of Inventories Properly Completed & Filed
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION
TAXES ASSESSED FOR 1988 AND TAX RATE
Town Officers' Salaries $ 35,550.00
Town Officers' Expenses 36,590.00
Elections and Registration Expenses 8,000.00
Cemeteries 1,500.00
General Government Buildings 27,792.00
Reappraisal of Property 4,000.00
Planning and Zoning 17,607.00
Legal Expenses 15,000.00




Building Inspector & Other Inspections 16,000.00
Forest Fires 500.00




Highway Block Grant 41,209.00
Solid Waste Disposal 113,202.00
Damage by Dogs 200.00
Lamprey Health Care 1,200.00




Rockingham Child & Family Services 500.00
Center For Life Management 3,818.00
A Safe Place 1 ,000.00
25
General Assistance
Fami ly Med i at ion
Vic Geary Center
Rockingham County Community Action Program





Senior Citizen Center: Prep, of Grant
Interest Expenses - Tax Anticipation Notes
Cemetery - Land Transfer
Forestry Truck
L i brary - Cop ier
Wilders Grove Road - Culvert























LESS ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Inventory Penalties
Land Use Change Tax




Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Boat Permit Taxes
Rent of Town Property
Interest on Deposits
Sale of Town Property
Revenue Sharing Fund



















Net School Tax Assessment
County Tax Assessment





Deduct: Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement
Add: War Service, Solar & Wood Heating Credits
Add : Over 1 ay














Tax Rate approved by Department of Revenue Administration
$51 .35 per $1 ,000.00
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STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
ASSETS:
Cash in Hands of Treasurer $1,090,460.21
Performance Guarantee Deposits 17,900.42
Recreation Commission Savings Account 3,478.60
Conservation Commission Checking Account 3,239.07
Total Cash $1,115,078.30
Accounts Due Town:
Office of Emergency Management (CD) $ 1,312.50
Flood Damage Account 826.12
Lien for the Elderly 17,204.57
Total Accounts Due Town 19,343.19
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1987 $ 30,356.19
Levy of i986 1,135.35
Total Unredeemed Taxes 31,491.54
Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1988 $ 442,963.24




Lock, Stock & Barrel (PD) $ 16.00
4 Pagers (FD) 1,436.00
Heated Open-top Container (SWDA) 6,750.00
Small Animal Traps (AC0) 90.00
Uniforms (AC0) 110.00
Total Accounts Payable $ 8,402.00
Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations:
Recreation Commission $ 5,068.66
Survey of Town-owned Land 1,475.00
Fire Wells/Ponds Upgrade 1,877.71
Fire Pond, Pond Street 4,352.80
Solid Waste Disposal Area 301.36
Town Hall Renovations 227.00
Town Cemetery - Old (RSF) 255.00
Town Forest Road (RSF) 179.00
Capital Improvements Program 1,800.00
Industrial/Commercial Development Com. 5,000.00
"Circuit Rider" Program 300.00
Solid Waste Disposal Area Building 1,616.44
Town Hall Chairs & Partitions 1,500.00
Matrix System 1,000.00
Wllder's Grove Road Culvert (Net Am't) 30,000.00
Senior Center, Grant Proposal 1,000.00
Forestry Truck 1,886.03
Copier for Library 200.00
Land Survey/Transfer - Cemetery 220.50
Total Unexpended Balances: $ 58,259.50
Performance Guarantee Deposits 17,900.42
Due to State: Dog License Fees 112.00
Yield Tax Deposits 140.13
School District Taxes Payable 1,334,035.00
Harris Trust Fund Balance 3,628.73





SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Land and Buildings $ 105,600.00
Furniture and Equipment 12,000.00
Library, Land and Buildings 69,300.00
Furniture and Equipment 140,000.00
Police Department, Equipment 40,000.00
Fire Department, Land and Building 63,600.00
Equipment 290,000.00
Highway Department, Equipment 3,000.00
Town Beach, Recreation Area & R.R. R.O.W. 145,400.00
Historical Museum, Land & Building (Marshall House) 36,500.00
Town Forest, 10 Acres 15,200.00
Highland Cemetery and Tomb 16,000.00
Willow Grove Cemetery 13,900.00
Old Town Cemetery 12,500.00
Quaker and Pond Street Cemeteries 4,400.00
Blueberry Hill, Lot #6 Fire Well 5,900.00
Town Transfer Station, 19 Acres 45,300.00
Compactor and Other Equipment 41,200.00
A. Marian Hatch Building, Land and Building 29,400.00
Fire Pond - Whittier Street 1,700.00
LAND AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEED
Frank Chongor Land, Whittier Street 1,300.00
John Currier, Heath Street, 9 Acres 10,800.00
Arnold Frizzell, Whittier Street, 1 Acre 12,500.00
Anthony & Joseph Guscora Heirs, Peaslee Crossing Rd, 7 Acres 6,000.00
Mary A. S. Hayford, 1 Acre 2,000.00
Stanley James, Maple Avenue, 13 Acres 5,600.00
Elmer Larson, Est., Smith Corner Road, Backland 10,300.00
Owner Unknown, Pond Street, Land 2,600.00
Owner Unknown, Pond Street, Land 1,700.00
Owner Unknown, Off Bartlett Street, Land 13,000.00
Owner Unknown, Off Country Pond Road, Land 5,700.00
Owner Unknown, Elm Street, Land 3,400.00
Owner Unknown, E/S B&M Railroad, Land 4,400.00
Owner Unknown, Town Hall Road, Land 17,200.00
Owner Unknown, Hadley Road, Land 4,300.00
Willard Paul Heirs, Bancroft Road, 7 Acres 5,700.00
Wi Hard Paul Heirs, North Main Street, 7 Acres 6,300.00
Edmund Peaslee, 2 Acres 3,000.00
Pilgrim Homes, Bear Hill Road, 9.5 Acres 8,500.00
E.W. & Sally Sargent, Off Bear Hill Road, Land 11,100.00
Henry & Eva Shaw, Country Pond Road, Land 15,200.00
June Smart, Dugway Road, Land 1,000.00
Arthur B. Smith Heirs, 1. Acre 2,000.00
Sonning Development, Smith Corner Road, Land 900.00
Samuel & Iris Starr, Land 2,000.00
CONSERVATION LAND
Robert & Frank McCourt, Currierville Road, 29 Acres 71,800.00
Stronach Land, Bartlett Street, 18 Acres + 11,000.00
TOTAL $1,330,200.00
31
RECORDS OF TOWN MEETING, March 8, 1988
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator, Charlton
J. Swasey, at 10:00 A.M. and the polls were declared open to
act on Articles 1 through 12.
The Moderator announced that he had received a protest
petition for Article 2 in accordance with RSA 675:5.
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing
.
Total Registered Voters 2000
Total Votes Cast 422
Regular ballots 401
Absentee ballots 21
Moderator for two years
Thomas F. Grogan, Jr. 250
Anthony S. Pennisi 158
Supervisor of the Checklist for six years
Leetrice F. Gordon 354
Supervisor of the Checklist for two years
Jeannette W. Richardson 329
Town Clerk for three years
Marjorie D. Moisan 382
Treasurer for three years
Marion L. Kelly 378
Tax Collector for three years
Linda T. Madore (write in votes) 104
Selectman for three years
Ralph E. Fellows 280
Charles R. Melvin (write in votes) 81
Road Commissioner for one year
Dewey A. Bowley 336
Auditors for one year
Susan J. Rice 308
Mary Jo McCullough (write in votes) 8
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years
Emma A. Ingalls 349
Trustee of the Gale Library for three years
Mary Lou Fowler 352
Cemetery Trustee for three years
Milton W. Marden, Jr. 339
32
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1
to the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by petition of 25 or more
legal voters for this town?
"To rezone a tract of land totaling 73,621 square feet
currently owned by V 5 M Associates Trust, identified by Newton
Tax Map 012, Block 04, Lot 001-1, and otherwise identified as
bordering South Main Street and a proposed road to be known as
Fernwood Drive from Residential A to Commercial. Said zoning
change would be keeping with zoning established for abutting
properties .
"
THE PLANNING BOARD DISAPPROVES OF THIS AMENDMENT
YES 153 NO 235
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor of tne adoption of Amendment No. 2
to the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by petition of 25 or more
legal voters for this town?
SECTION XIII GENERAL PROVISIONS
6. Not more than one (1) commercial vehicle will be housed
at a premise in any residential zone in the Town of Newton.
THE PLANNING BOARD DISAPPROVES OF THIS AMENDMENT
YES 144 NO 243
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3
to the Building Codes as proposed by petition of 25 or more
legal voters for the Town of Newton?
To amend Article V, Section 3, to read:
"The Building Inspector shall not issue any building
or occupancy permit for any proposed construction,
remodeling, or maintenance which will not comply with
any or all Zoning Ordinances, Building Codes, or
Planning Board regulations which are in effect."
THE PLANNING BOARD DISAPPROVES OF THIS AMENDMENT
YES 155 NO 234
ARTICLE 5. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4
to the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by petition of 25 or more
legal voters for this Town?
To amend SECTION XIII, Paragraph 4, to read:
"No occupier or owner of residential land shall permit
more than one (1) unregistered motor vehicle or parts
thereof, the bulk of which equals one motor vehicle, on
land owned or occupied by them unless suDject unregistered
vehicles are used regularly on the premises".
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For purposes of this ordinance, unregistered motor
vehicles are defined as those vehicles that are not
road worthy and/or fail registration statutes of the
State of New Hampshire.
THE PLANNING BOARD DISAPPROVES OF THIS AMENDMENT
YES 171 NO 213
ARTICLE 6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5
to the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by petition of 25 or more
legal voters for this Town?
SECTION XV BOARD OF ADJUSTMENTS
1. A Board of Adjustments established in accordance with
Chapter 31 of the New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated shall exercise all tne duties and functions
granted to it according to Chapter 31.
2. To hear and decide Special Exceptions to the terms of
the Zoning Ordinance upon which the Board is required
to pass under the ordinance.
3. The Board of Adjustment shall have the authority to
grant a Special Exception to the provisions of:



















(See) SECTION VII RESIDENTIAL C ZONE AREA REGULATIONS
Paragraph 1: Sub Paragraph a $ b: Lot frontage
requirement
.
Paragraph 2: Sub Paragraph a £ b: Lot size.
In granting a Special Exception, the Board shall
consider the following requirements:
a. The proposed use will not adversely affect the
public health, safety and welfare.
b. The use will be compatible with adjoining uses
and the character of the zone district where it
is to be located.
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c. The granting of the Special Exception will not
adversely affect abutting or nearby properties.
d. The Board of Adjustment may add such additional
conditions as it deems necessary.
THE PLANNING BOARD DISAPPROVES OF THIS AMENDMENT
YES 152 NO 215
ARTICLE 7. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Residential A Zone Area Regulations, SECTION IV:2, to
read as follows :
2. Lot Area: No building except those as allowed in
SECTION 3 and its accessory buildings may be erected
on a lot. Each lot shall nave not less than 150 feet
continous frontage on a Class I, II, III, IV, or V
Highway, and an area of not less than 60,000 square
feet; provided that one dwelling may be erected on a
lot having lesser dimension if petitioner can snow
by recorded deed or plan that said lot existed at the
time this bylaw was adopted.
(Currently, this section reads: "...150 feet frontage
on a street or way...")
YES 17 NO 158
ARTICLE 8. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Residential B Zone Area Regulations, Section VI : 2 , to
read as follows:
2. Lot Area: No building except tnose as allowed in SECTION'
5 and its accessory buildings may be erected on a lot.
Each lot shall have not less than 150 feet continuous
frontage on a Class I, II, III, IV, or V Highway, and an
area of not less than 60,000 square feet for a one CI)
family dwelling and 90,000 square feet for a two (2)
family dwelling; provided that one dwelling may be
erected on a lot having lesser dimension if petitioner
can show by recorded deed or plan that said lot existed
at the time this bylaw was adopted.
(Currently, this section reads: "...150 feet frontage on
a street or way...")
YES 210 NO 1
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ARTICLE 9. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Residential C Zone Area Regulations, SECTION VIII: 1 -
b
to read as follows:
b. For a mobile home park without both a central sewage
treatment facility and central water supply, each lot
shall have not less than 150 feet continuous frontage
on a Class I, II, III, IV, or V Highway.
(Currently, this section reads: "...150 feet frontage
on a street or way...")
YES 214 NO 159
ARTICLE 10. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 9 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend the GENERAL PROVISIONS, SECTION XIII: 6, by adding the
following:
6. No commercial excavation shall be permitted in any
residential zone. Excavation shall be permitted where
it is incidental to the lawful construction or alter-
ation of a building or structure, parking lot, way or
driveway.
YES 223 NO 147
ARTICLE 11. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 10 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add a new section to read as follows:
SECTION XVIII ENFORCEMENT
The Selectmen or their authorized representative shall be
responsible for enforcing the provisions of this ordinance.
YES 249 NO 121
ARTICLE 12. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment
No. 11 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Newton
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Add a new section to read as follows:
SECTION XIX (XVIII if Article 11 fails to pass) FINES AND
PENALTIES
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Any violation of this Ordinance is punishable by a civil fine
of not more than $100 for each day that such violation is
found by the court to continue after conviction date or after
the date on which the violator receives written notice from
the municipality that he is in violation of tne ordinance,
whichever date is earlier. The provisions of RSA 676:17 II,
III, and IV are incorporated as part of this section.
YES 224 NO 150
The meeting was adjourned to reconvene on Wednesday evening,
March 9, 1988 at the Sanborn Regional Middle School.
The Moderator, Thomas F. Grogan, Jr., called the meeting to
order at 7:00 P.M. and read the results of the voting on
Articles 1 through 12.
ARTICLE 13. Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 53-B:
1 to 11 inclusive, providing for the establishment of a
regional refuse disposal district, together with the Towns of
Brentwood, Danville, East Kingston, Exeter, Fremont, Hampton,
Hampton Falls, Kensington, New Castle, North Hampton, Rye,
Sandown, and South Hampton, and the city of Portsmouth, and the
construction maintenance, and operation of a regional refuse
disposal facility by said district in accordance with the
provisions of a proposed agreement filed with the Selectmen?
Moved and seconded. Voting was by paper ballot.
YES 68 NO 77
The Moderator received a request to act on Articles 51
52 at this time. The request was approved by voice vote.
ARTICLE 51. On a petition
if the Town will vote to
three citizens to serve on
purpose of studying the
and
of ten or more legal voters, to see
instruct the Moderator to appoint
a special, unpaid committee for tne
adviseabili ty of establishing a
Regional Recycling District and draw
therefor as authorized by RSA 53:A.
Moved and seconded.
up a proposed agreement
Defeated by hand vote.
YES 40 NO 82
ARTICLE 52. On a petition of ten or more legal voters, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 for the purpose of meeting the expense of the
Regional Recycling Planning Committee established in Article 51.
The motion to table this article was approved.
The motion to act on Article 41 at this time was approved.
ARTICLE 41. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Four Thousand Eignt Hundred
Seventy Two Dollars ($24,872) for tne payment of the town's
share of the budget of tne Southeast Regional Refuse Disposal
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District for the fiscal year of said district ending March 31,
1989; to authorize the Treasurer to pay the appropriated amount
installments commencing
the first day of each
take action relative
to said district in four (4) quarterly
on April 1 and continuing on or before
successive calendar quarter; and to
thereto .
Moved and seconded. Defeated bv voice vote.
ARTICLE 14. To hear reports of Town Officers and pass any vote
relating thereto.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize tne
Selectmen to transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by
Tax Collector's Deed by public auction Cor advertised sealed
bid) or in such manner as determined by the Selectmen as
justice may require. RSA 80:42.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell any property of the Town, excluding Real
Estate, not used for public purposes by advertised sealed bids.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 18. To see if tne Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from
the State, Federal or another governmental unit or a private
source which becomes available during the year in accordance
with the procedures set forth in Revised Statutes Annotated
31:95-B.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to grant a discount
of So on property taxes if paid within fifteen (15) days of the
date of the tax bill.
Moved and seconded. - Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to grant permission
to erect a Senior Citizen Center on the town-owned Marshall
property on Wallace Street, only if the Federal grant is
received .
Moved and seconded. '
The motion was made and seconded to amend the article to
read, "a Community Center and not Senior Citizen Center". The
motion was withdrawn by the makers.
The original article was carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to assist tne elderly defray
the cost of preparing a Federal Grant Application.





taxes , Book. 25oO ,
advertised sealed
the Selectmen as
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will authorize
Selectmen to sell the Land $ Building located at
Street, Tax Map 012, Block 06, Parcel 002,
from Dr. James Walls to the Town in lieu of
Page 1705. To be sold by public auction (or
bid) or in such a manner as determined by
justice may require.
Moved and seconded.
The motion to amend the article to delete the words, "(or
advertised sealed bids) or in such a manner as determined by
the Selectmen as justice may require." was carried by voice
vote
.
The original article as amended carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the
provisions of the Revised Statutes Annotated 33 A:l-o
providing for the Disposition of Municipal Records according to
the schedule established by the Municipal Records Board.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 24. "Shall we adopt the provisions of the Revised
Statutes Annotated 80:58-86 for a real estate tax lien
procedure? These statutes provide that tax sales to private
individuals for non-payment of property taxes on real estate
are replaced with a real estate tax lien procedure under wnicn
only a municipality or county where the property is located or
the state may acquire a tax lien against land and buildings for
unpaid taxes". Effective March 15, 1988.
Moved and seconded. Voted by paper ballot.
YES 109 NO 22
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to accept a certain
parcel of land situated directly behind and contiguous to
Highland Cemetery. In exchange thereof, the Town shall convey
to Mr. Warren Stocker an equal square footage of land adjacent
to and along the Westerly boundary of Highland Cemetery. Terms
to be acceptable to both the Cemetery Trustees and Board of
Selectmen.
Moved and seconded. Carried by a snow of hands.
YES 72 NO 32
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to accept a certain
parcel of land of approximately 60,000 square feet, located
behind Highland Cemetery and contiguous to the land of Article
25. Cost associated with transfer not to exceed $1,500.00, to
be borne by the Town. Terms to be acceptable witn the Cemetery
Trustees, Board of Selectmen and Mr. Warren Stocker.
Moved and seconded.
The motion was made and seconded to amend the article to
say that the costs be borne by Mr. Stocker. The motion was
withdrawn by the makers.
The original article was carried by voice vote.
The meeting was adjourned to Thursday evening at 7:00 PM.
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ART T CLE 27. On petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if
the Town of Newton will vote to adopt the provisions of the
Municipal Budget Law (RSA Chapter 32). Twelve members to be
appointed by the Moderator for fiscal 1988. Thereafter,
members are to be elected at the annual Town Meeting by written
ballot for three year terms, with the exception of fiscal year
1989, where terms will be staggered. Four members elected for
3 years, four members elected for 2 years and four members
elected for 1 year. One member of the Board of Selectmen,




The motion to amend this article to have a six member board
instead of twelve, electing two for 3 years, two for 2 years
and two for 1 year in 1989 was defeated.
The original article was voted by paper ballot.
YES 28 NO 79
ARTICLE 28. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see
if the Town of Newton will vote to elect its Planning Board
pursuant to RSA 673:2 II (b). Said statute states, "The local
legislative body may decide, by majority vote at the Town
Meeting, that planning board members shall be elected. If this
procedure is adopted, the Selectmen shall cnoose one Selectman
as an ex-officio member and the remaining planning board
positions shall be filled at tne next regular town election
pursuant to RSA 669:17. Thereafter, a planning board member
shall be elected for the term provided under RSA t>73:5, II".
Said Planning Board will consist of six elected members
plus the single Selectman's ex-officio as per above Statute.
Terms of office shall be in conformance with RSA 673:5 II.
Alternates shall be appointed by the Planning Board as per RSA
673:6 II. Any vacancies shall be filled as per RSA 673:12 I
and II.
Next Town Meeting's ballot shall list six positions. Two
positions for 3 year terms, two positions for 2 year terms, and
two positions for 1 year term.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by show of hands.
YES 50 NO 55
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund,
established under the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972, the sum of $404.00 plus accumulated
interest for use as a setoff against budgeted appropriation for
the Town Hall and Other Town Buildings or take any other action
he reon
.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote a twenty-five cent
(.25) per hour increase for all Town Employees as included in
the printed budget, effective March 1, 1988.
Moved and seconded.
The amendment to let the Selectmen give up to 50 cents per
hour increase was defeated by voice vote.
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The amendment that all Town Employees receive a 10% per
hour increase effective March 1, 1988 was moved and seconded.
The motion to amend the amendment to reduce the increase to
4.2% was defeated by voice vote.
The amendment was also defeated by voice vote.
The original article was carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $14,000.00 to purchase a new Police
Crusier, per State Bid.
Moved and seconded.
The motion was made and seconded to amend this article, "to
raise and appropriate the sum of $14,000.00: $9,000.00 to be
raised from taxes and $5,000.00 be taken from the Capital
Reserve Fund for that purpose".
The amendment carried by voice vote.
The original article as amended carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to accept and expend
State of New Hampshire Highway Block. Grant Aid in the sum of
$41,209.49 for the maintenance, construction and reconstruction
of Class IV and Class V Highways.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 to extend the communications
center at Central Fire Station, per Selectmen's Bid Policy.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed Thirty Thousand Dollars
($30,000.00) to purchase a new Forestry Truck for the Fire
Department, per Selectmen's Bid Policy.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to be placed in a Capital
Reserve Fund to be used for the future purchase of fire
apparatus and equipment.
Fire Chief David A. Baker asked that this article be
withdrawn.
ARTICLE 36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,300.00 for the purchase of a Copy
Machine for staff and patron use at tne Gale Library, per
Selectmen's Bid Policy.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 37 To se< if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be placed in a Capital
Reserve Fund for the future addition to or renovation of tne
Gale Library.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to be placed in a Capital
Reserve Fund for reassessment in 1990 of all real property in
the Town.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
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ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will v-ote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to be placed in a Capital
Reserve Fund for the purchase and protection of Open Space Land.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 to be placed in a Capital
Reserve Fund for future Town Buildings and/or improvements to
Town Buildings with the exception of • the Library.
Moved and seconded.
It was voted to table this article.
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 to pave a boat ramp and
install a fence, (to separate the swimmers and boats) in
Wenmark's Grove, per Selectmen's Bid Policy.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,500.00 to install an artesian well,
pump and controls at the Town Hall, per Selectmen's Bid Policy.
Moved and seconded.
It was voted to amend this article, "the sum of $6,500.00
which will be taken from the Capital Reserve Fund for Town
Buildings" .
The original article as amended carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town will vote to raise, appropriate
and authorize the Board of Selectmen to expend up to $1,500.00
for sampling and analysis of Country Pond in conjunction with
the Town of Kingston, the State and the EPA in order to insure
the safety of our residents who use the pond for recreational
uses and draw their drinking water (indirectly) from the pond.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,552.00 to pay for the minimum
"Circuit Rider" Program from the Rockingham Planning Commission
to assist the Planning Board in the updating of Subdivision
Regulations and Non-Residential Site Plans plus meet with
developers to discuss their plans and ensure accurate and
complete applications.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 46. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,800.00 to add to the net amount of
$23,200.00 appropriated in 1987, Article 59, to install
culverts and heighten the portion of Wilders Grove Road leading
to Hoyt's Island.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 47. To see if the Town will
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for the
Geary Center.







ARTICLE 48. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for A SAFE PLACE/Seacoast Task.
Force on Family Violence, a private, non-profit organization
which provides emergency shelter and support services for
battered women and their children, and serves residents of the
Town of Newton.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 49. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to defray a portion of the
cost of service rendered by the Area Homemaker Home Health Aide
Service, Inc., a non-profit organization.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 50. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $352.00 for Women's Resource Center for
victims of sexual violence.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 53. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 for the improvements of the A. Marian Hatch Building;
further, to authorize the Selectmen to withdraw the sum of
$5,000.00 from the Capital Reserve Fund previously established
for this purpose.
Moved and seconded. Defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 54. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $929,631.70 to defray Town Charges for
the ensuing year, including all charges as shown in tne Town
Budget as posted with the Town Warrant.
Moved and seconded.
The motion was made and seconded to amend the Budget to
$924,631.70, the difference of $5,000.00 to be reflected in the
Planning Board Budget per the Finance Committee
recommendation. The Amendment was defeated.
The motion was made and seconded to amend the Budget to
$883,149.70 which represents a S% bottom line cut. The
Selectmen to decide where the cuts will be. The motion carried.
YES 54 NO 43
The original article as amended carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 55. To see if tne Town will authorize the
Selectmen to appoint a committee, not to exceed
people, to study and make recommendations for
for this town.
Moved and seconded.




committee to be in the business of buying
hardware or software" was defeated.
The original article was defeated.
no member of tne
or selling computer
ARTICLE 56. To see if the Town will vote to designate the
so-called Stronach property, Tax Map 005, Block. 01, Parcel 002,
approximately seventeen (17) acres, and the Town-owned property
on Currierville Road, Tax Map 009, Block 05, Parcel 001 and Tax
Map 015, Block 01, Parcel 001, approximately twenty-six (2b)
acres, as Town of Newton Conservation Land.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 57. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Bylaws
of the Newton, New Hampshire Fire Department, Section I:
Officers, Article 1 - change to read: two Deputy Chiefs.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 58. On a petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see
if the Town will vote to accept Crossman Circle as a town
road. The road has been constructed to town specifications and
has subsequently been approved by the Town Road Agent.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 59. On petition of 10 or more legal voters, to see if
the Town will vote to accept Priscilla Lane as a town road.
The road has been constructed to town specifications and has
subsequently been approved by the Town Road Agent.
Moved and seconded. Carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 60. On a petition of ten or more legal voters, to see
if the Town of Newton will vote to require the Selectmen to
submit a written report of their year end activities in the
form of a chronological log by date, listing in brief format,
decisions rendered. Also, list the Goals and Objectives for
the ensuing year. This log to be included in tne Annual Town
Report.
Moved and seconded.
The motion to amend the article to add after a report of
their year end activities, "their activities from December 26
to December 31" was defeated.
It was voted to amend the article to read, "to submit a
written report of their yearly activities and this report be
included in the Town Report".
The original article as amended was defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 61. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
Mr. George Boucher expressed his thanks to the Moderator
for a job well done.
Mrs. Myrtle Rogers expressed her appreciaton for tne
dedication to her in this years Town Report.
'Tne Moderator appointed: Martha Bailey, Frank Gibbs and
Kenneth Pelletier to serve on the Southeastern Regional Solid
Waste Planning Board 55:B.
It was voted to have the right of the Senior Citizens to
build on the Marshall property expire on March 10, 1990 if the
project has not started by that date.
Meet ine ad j ourned
.






The State of New Hampshire Town Warrant
To the inhabitants of the Town of Newton, N.H., in the County
of Rockingham, in said State, qualified to vote in Town
Affairs :
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall, in said
Newton, for a Special Town Meeting, on Tuesday, the twenty-third
day of August next, at seven o'clock in the evening for the
purpose of acting upon all the matters to come before the
Meeting .
ARTICLE I. Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 53 - B : 1
to 11 inclusive, providing for the establishment of a regional
refuse disposal district, together with the towns of Brentwood,
Danville, East Kingston, Exeter, Fremont, Hampton, Hampton
Falls, Kensington, New Castle, North Hampton, Rye, Sandown and
South Hampton and the City of Portsmouth, and the construction,
maintenance, and operation of a regional refuse disposal
facility by said district in accordance with the provisions of
a proposed agreement filed with tne Selectmen?
ARTICLE II. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of Twenty Four Thousand Eight Hundred
Seventy Two Dollars ($24,872.00) for the payment of the Town's
share of the budget of the Southeast Regional Refuse Disposal
District for the fiscal year of said district ending March 31,
1989; to authorize the Treasurer to pay the appropriated amount
to said district in four (4) quarterly installments commencing
on April 1 and continuing on or before the first day of each
successive calendar quarter; and to take action relative
thereto .
Given under our hands and seal, this first day of August, in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty eight.
A true copy of Warrant, Attest: -y^^J^i^ y d^<.






RECORDS OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, August 23, 1988
The Board of Selectmen petitioned Rockingham County Superior
Court to hold a Special Town Meeting to act on two articles
concerning RSA 53-B. The Court granted the decree to hold the
meeting on August 23, 1988 to act solely on the two articles.
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator, Thomas F.
Grogan, Jr. followed by the Pledge of Allegiance.
The motion was made and seconded to allow Robert Kelly,
Engineer for Kimball and Chase and Attorney John Munson to
speak .
It was voted to amend the motion to also allow Attorney
Richard Russman, Kingston, to speak.
The motion as amended was carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 1. Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 53-B: 1
to 11 inclusive, providing for the establishment of a regional
refuse disposal district, together with the Towns of Brentwood,
Danville, East Kingston, Exeter, Fremont, Hampton, Hampton
Falls, Kensington, New Castle, North Hampton, Rye, Sandown and
South Hampton and the City of Portsmouth, and the construction,
maintenance, and operation of a regional refuse disposal facility
by said district in accordance with the provisions of a proposed
agreement filed with the Selectmen?
Moved and seconded. Voting was done by paper ballot in
accordance with State Statutes.
Ballots cast: 126 YES 15 NO 110 BLANK 1
ARTICLE II. The motion was made and seconded to pass over
Article II. Carried by voice vote.
The Meeting was adjourned at 8:55 P.M.
A true copy, Attest : /rtcLhs^U,'X^y /fttu&zvy
Mar^forie D. Mo is an
Town Clerk
OFFICE OF THE TOWN CLERK
Paid to Treasurer:
Mo-tor Vehicle Permits $254,113.00
Uncollected Checks (306.00)











Property, Yield and Land Use
Change Taxes
Levy of 1988
As of December 31 , 1988
-DR-
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $3,227,374.00
Yield Taxes 1,725.24
















Land Use Change Taxes 37,500.00
Interest Collected .03
Overpayments 6,051.16
Returned Checks Penalty 30.00
Outside Purchasers Costs/
Subsequent Tax Payments 2.00
Total $2,709,530.74
Discounts Allowed: 134,864.29
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes 1,461.16
Property Tax Liens: 863.00








Property & Yield Taxes
Levy of 1987




























Abatements Made During Year:
Property Tax Interest 11.58









Returned Checks Penalty 20.00
Costs Collected 1,868.00
Total $318,146.95
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes 4.15
Property Tax Interest 11.58
Notice of Tax Lien Costs 14.00
Total 29.73








Uncollected Taxes as of
December 31 , 1987:
Yield Taxes $112.59
Abatements Made During Year:
Yield Tax Interest 70.30
TOTAL DEBITS $182.89
-CR-
Abatements Made During Year:
Yield Tax $112.59
Yield Tax Interest 70.30
Uncollected Taxes as of






SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN/TAX SALE ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1988
-DR- •
1987 1986
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
as of January 1, 1988 $7,620.89
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year $60,427.09
Interest Collected After
Tax Lien/Tax Sale 1,869.94 1,247.46
Redemption Costs 540.00 46.69
Overpayments 47 0.61







Interest & Cost After
Tax Lien/Tax Sale 2,409.94 1,294.15
Overpayments 470.61
Abatements Made During Year: .07
Unredeemed Taxes as of
December 31, 1988 30,356.19 1,135.35
TOTAL CREDITS $63,307.64 $8,915.04
UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX LIEN/TAX SALE
As of December 31 , 1988
1987 1986
Baker, Stephen $ 1,136.57 $ 781.34
Baker, Stephen J. 492.81
Bradstreet, Walter F. & Marsha J. 1,905.91
Buchanan, John M. 550.32
Cammett, Allison L. & Karen L. 793.63
Chrigstrom, Charles E. & Nellie B. 3,851.02
Cook, Frank W. & Laurene A. 2,333.75
Cook, William J. & Brend'a 1,983.41
Fecteau, Leo & Eva N. 3,304.30
French, Sharon & Curtis, Jacqueline 1,118.57
Gemler, Robert M. 2,645.36
Goad, James J. 161.09
Harris, Robert D. 501 .03
Harris, Robert D. 576.56
Harris, Robert D. 606.12
Harris, Robert D. 566.71
Harris, Robert D. 61 1 .05
LaCrosse, Wayne & Janice 757.22 354.01
MacDonald, Barbara E. 1,434.07
Pinder, Richard B. 158.88
Riccio, Russell A. & Debora J. 2,438.76
Weitemeyer, Daniel H. & Marlene K. 2,419.05
TOTAL $30,356.19 $1,135.35
Respectfully submitted,
S\_ inda T. Madore
Tax Collector
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALE ACCOUNTS
SOLD TO OUTSIDE PURCHASERS
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1988
-DR-
1986 1985
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
as of January 1, 1988 $23,609.77 $ 8,420.80
Balance of Unredeemed Subsequent
Taxes as of January 1, 1988 2,426.32 3,936.61
Subsequent Taxes Paid
During Year 21,053.88 4,195.70
Interest Collected:
After Tax Sale 2,005.18 2,998.06
Subsequent Taxes 360.00 953.18
Redemption Costs:
Tax Sale 35.07 41 .67
Subsequent Taxes 7.10 40.02
Overpayments 4.57
Abatements Made During Year:
Redemption Costs .02




Redemptions $10,215.45 $ 8,420.80
Interest & Costs After
Tax Sale 2,040.25 3,039.73
Subsequent Taxes:
Redemptions 6,283.01 8,132.31
Interest & Costs 367.10 993.20
Overpayments 4.57
Abatements Made During Year:
Redemption Costs .02
Unredeemed Taxes as of
December 31 , 1988 13,394.32
Unredeemed Subsequent Taxes
as of December 31, 1988 17,197.19
TOTAL CREDITS $49,501.89 $20,586.06
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UNREDEEMED TAXES PURCHASED BY OTHERS
As of December 31 , 1988
Subsequent Taxes
1986 1987 1988
Chrigstrom, Charles & Nellie B. $ 3,506.05
Fecteau, Leo S Eva N. 1,066.02
Forti, Anthony, c/o Barbara Farnsworth 2,442.96 $ 2,426.32 $2,636.35
Hall, Allyson T. 3,695.93
Higgins, L. David & Andrea P. 2,092.50 3,647.35
MacDonald, L. Scott & Linda Jean 1,793.17 1,868.54
Stebbins, Howe & Denise 2,493.62 2,922.70







The Finance Committee, having met with the departments and
organizations seeking funds, presents for your review the
following recommendations:
The Matrix System is in force. The department heads were
not notified prior to the Budget process. The Matrix System is
not complete, many positions and job descriptions are missing.
BUDGETS
TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSE APPROVED
Selectmen's Assistant not under Matrix System - this position
must be reflected in their budget, budget shows health benefits
but not salaries.
ELECTION & REGISTRATION APPROVED
Not under Matrix System.
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS APPROVED
Decrease due to full-time maintenance reduced to part-time.
PLANNING BOARD APPROVED
HEALTH DEPARTMENT NOT-APPROVED
We do not support increase. Not part of Matrix system.
Fee breakdown: Town 5%, Secretaries 15%, Health Officer 25% and
Inspector 55%.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Budget in excess of needs.
FIRE DEPARTMENT APPROVED
Increase in Budget due to upgrading and preventative
maintenance.
CARE OF TREES APPROVED
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT APPROVED
Road Agent not under Matrix System, paid as laborer. This
is one of the few departments which has good fiscal management.
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL AREA - Transfer Station
This department had expenditures which are not shown on
Budget sheet - Heated Open-Top Box ordered in 1988. The increase
is due to contracted services.
ANIMAL CONTROL APPROVED
Not in Matrix System. Excellent service.
GENERAL ASSISTANCE APPROVED
Not under Matrix System. It is obvious that concerted
effort is made to keep budget down.
LIBRARY APPROVED
RECREATION APPROVED
Not part of Matrix System. We did not receive actual
expend itures .
CONSERVATION COMMISSION APPROVED
WARRANT ARTICLES FROM DEPARTMENTS
ARTICLE 18: Selectmen's Pay Increase APPROVED
ARTICLE 20: Circuit Rider APPROVED
(Consultant for Planning Board)
ARTICLE 28: Enclosure for Police Department entrance. We
recommend $1 ,500.00
.
ARTICLE 29: Police Cruiser APPROVED
ARTICLE 30: Fire Department - 15 Pagers APPROVED
Approved by a majority
ARTICLE 31: 4" Fire Hose APPROVED
ARTICLE 32: W Fire Hose APPROVED
ARTICLE 36: Highway Resurface APPROVED
We approve; this program is long overdue.
ARTICLE 44: Test of Country Pond
We recommend $500.00 to do five (5) potable tests
for recreation purposes.
ARTICLES 23, 33,
43, 59, 60 Capital Reserve Funds APPROVED
We highly approve of all Capital Reserve Funds.
ARTICLES 37,
38, 40, 41 Drug Programs
We recommend State and Federal Funds be used.
ARTICLE 45: Cemetery
Article should read "not to exceed"; we feel the
amount is high.
OUTSIDE SERVICES
ARTICLE 46: Exeter Area Visiting Nurse APPROVED
Provides many residents with service. We need
representatives to their Board.
ARTICLE 47: Lamprey Health Care - Bus APPROVED
The townspeople are not using all the other
services to the fullest, which are on a fee basis.
ARTICLE 48: Rockingham Counseling Center
Serviced only two (2) people for a total of eight








Center For Life Management
Services not utilized by Town.
A Safe Place
Women's Resource Center




Vic Geary Center APPROVED
Rockingham County Community Action APPROVED
Area Hcmemaker Home Health Aide APPROVED
Need Representative To Board.
The Finance Committee volunteers spent many hours. We









REPORT OF THE TOWN AUDITORS
This is to certify that we have carefully examined the
accounts of the Selectmen, Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk,
Boat Tax Collectors, and the Gale Library and found them to be
complete. We found the Treasurer, Tax Collector, Town Clerk,
Boat Tax Collectors, Trustees of the Trust Funds, Deputy Tax
Collector, Deputy Town Clerk, Deputy Treasurer and the Road
Agent to be properly bonded.
We hereby certify that we have also examined the accounts
of the Trustees of the Trust Funds and Revenue Sharing Funds of
the Town of Newton, New Hampshire, and found them to be accurate,



















Uncollected Checks (306.00) 257,385.00
TAX COLLECTOR:
1988 Property Taxes $2,664,666.29
1988 Yield Taxes 1,281.26
Land Use Change Tax 37,500.00
Property Taxes-Previous Years 306,816.17
Yield Taxes-Previous Years 590.26
Interest on Delinquent Taxes 8,727.74
Tax Sales Redeemed (Slnt. & Costs) 40,260.46
Total Taxes $3,059,842.18
Impending Tax Lien Costs 1,870.00
Tax Overpayments 6,651.15 $3,068,363.33
BOAT TAX COLLECTORS: 1,508.25
TOTAL RECEIPTS $5,976,540.53
PAYMENTS:
Paid 1982 orders drawn by Selectmen $4,886,514.32
Balance per Exeter Bkg. Co. Stmt. $ 7,025.88
Balance per Exeter Bkg. Co. MMIA 1,469,592.02
Balance per Plaistow Bk & Tr Stmt. 988,323.07
Transfers: MMIA & Plaistow BK & Tr to
Exeter Banking Ckg. (1,373,800.00)
1988 Deposit not on Stmt. 50,396.77
1988 Checks Outstanding (51,511.53) 1,090,026.21
TOTAL $5,976,540.53
TREASURER'S REPORT
Federal Revenue Sharing Funds
RECEIPTS:
Marion L. Kelly, 1987 Treasurer
TOTAL RECEIPTS
PAYMENTS:
Town of Newton General Fund





















































NHACC, 8 Copies Handbook




Bryan McGowan, Mowing Triangles
























General & Federal Revenue Sharing Funds
Received By Tax Collector:
1988 Property Taxes
1988 Yield Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Property Taxes-Previous Years
Yield Taxes-Previous Years
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Tax Sales Redeemed
Total Taxes
Impending Tax Lien Costs
Tax Overpayments
Total Received By Tax Collector
Received By Boat Tax Collector:
Boat Registration Permit Fees
Received By Town Clerk:





Total Received By Town Clerk
Received By Selectmen:
General Funds
Received From 1987 Treasurer:
General Funds
Revenue Sharing Fund































































Total Public Safety Expenses 234,774.28
Highways & Streets:
Town Maintenance - Summer $103,327.30
Winter . . 33,699.07
Street Signs 40.60
Street Lighting 15,265.76
Care of Trees 6,442.46
Total Highway Expenses 158,775.19
Sanitation:
Solid Waste Disposal Area $110,567.94
Total Sanitation Expenses 110,567.94
Health:




Rockingham Counseling Center ' 500.00
Lamprey Health Care 1,200.00
Center For Life Management 3,819.00
Total Health Expenses 26,386.56
Welfare:
General Assistance $ 6,185.05
Rockingham County Community Action 1,542.00
Family Mediation 5,253.00
A Safe Place 1,000.00
Vic Geary Center 1,000.00
Area Homemaker Home Health Aide 1,000.00






Total Culture & Recreation Expenses 54,144.99
Debt Service:
Interest Expense-Tax Anticipation Note $ 43,935.99
Fotal Debt Service Expense 43,935.99
Capital Outlay:
Pel ice Cruiser $ 13,918.73
fown Hall Well 5,253.50
Forestry Truck 28,113.97
Copier For Library 1,100.00
Chemical Toilet for SWDA 225.00
Compactor Repair - SWDA 2,630.00
Land Survey/Transfer 1,279.50
F:re Station Doors 3, 664. CO


















Payment on Tax Anticipation Note $1,400,000.00
Tax Lien Acquisition 60,501.09
Discounts, Abatements & Refunds 8,766.33
Net Payments on 1987 Accounts 12,307.13
Tax Lien & Redemption Fees 1,550.26
Total Unclassified Expenses
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
Payments to State: a/c Dog Licenses $ 255.00
Payments to state: a/c Marriage Lie. 377.00
Payments to School District 2,368,387.00
Payment to County 98,302.00
Total Payments to Other
Governmental Divisions
TOTAL PAYMENTS For All Purposes







DETAIL STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
General & Federal Revenue Sharing Funds
From Local Taxes:
Property Taxes - Year 1988 $2,664,666.29
1988 Yield Taxes 1,281.26
Land Use Change Tax 37,500.00
Property Tax-Previous Years 306,816.17
Yield Tax-Previous Years 590.26
Interest on Delinquent Taxes 8,727.74
Tax Sales Redeemed 40,250.46
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 253,807.00
Total Taxes Collected and Remitted
Licenses & Permits:
Dog Licenses $ 2,684.00
Business Lie, Permits, & Filing Fees 24,495.23
Boat Registration Permits 1,508.25



















Board of Appeals Fees




Sale of Town Property
Cable TV Franchise Fees
Interest on Investments
Rent of Town Property
Dog Fines
Returned Check Penalties
Lien for Elderly Redeemed
Court Fines
Donation, FD





























TOTAL RECEIPTS From All Sources

















Robert S. Donovan, Selectman
David R. LeDuc, Selectman
Ralph E. Fellows, Selectman




Nancy A. Powierza, Dep. Town Clerk.
Marion L. Kelly, Treasurer
Salary
Selectmen's Asst.
Nancy J. Wrigley, Dep. Treasurer
Linda T. Madore, Tax Collector
Elizabeth G. Standing,
Trustee of Trust Funds







































Radio Shack, Tape Recorder
New England Telephone
MCI Long Distance Phone
CGC, Town Report
Neal Printing, Binding Town Reports
Equity Publishing Corp., RSA Update
Stamped Envelope Agency
D.J. Casey Paper Company
Loring, Short & Harmon, Office Supplies
Allied Enterprises, Copier Service & Supplies
Cameron Office Products, Service, Contract, Supplies
Reliable, Inc., Office Supplies
King Graphics, Stationery
Postmaster, Newton
MMC, Inc., Labels & Tax Bills
BJ's, Copier Paper


















Rockingham County Registry of Probate
Rockingham County Registry of Deeds
Petty Cash, Postage
N.H. Municipal Association, Dues & Meetings
NHGFOA, Dues & Meetings
N.H. City & Town Clerks Association
N.H. Tax Collectors Association
National Market Reports, Motor Vehicle Books
N.H. Association of Assessing Officials
Margaret Sullivan, Tax Collector Meeting
Town & Country Motor Inn, Tax Collector Mtg.
Haverhill Gazette, Legal Ads
Rockingham County Newspapers, Legal Ads
Tel Plus, Service & Phone
Bradlees, Fan & Clipboards
Exeter Banking Company, Deposit Slips
Plaistcw Bank & Trust, Stampers & Checkbook
Route 108 General Store
Marion L. Kelly, Mileage & Copies
Marjorie D. Moisan, Meeting & Mileage
Linda T. Madore, Meeting & Mileage
David R. LeDuc, Mileage
Rebecca Ann Wrigley, Preparing Inventories
Health Insurance Trust, Medical Insurance
Nancy J. Wrigley, Selectmen's Secretary/Clerk
Nancy J. Wrigley, Mileage
Nancy J. Marden, Board of Appeals Secretary
















































N.H. Correctional Industries, Ballot Boxes
Homestead Press, Forms
Wheeler & Clark, Tally Sheets
108 Trustworthy Hardware, Padlocks
Marjorie D. Moisan, Postage
Petty Cash, Postage
Haverhill Gazette, Legal Ad
Carriage Town News, Legal Ad
Loring Short & Harmon, Copier Paper













Thomas F. Grogan, Jr. Moderator 342.51
Sandra C. Bisson, Supervisor of Checklist 716.94
Leetrice F. Gordon, Supervisor of Checklist 954.50
Jeannette Richardson, Supervisor of Checklist 353.13
Robert S. Donovan, Selectman 178.26
David R. LeDuc, Selectman 162.63
Ralph E. Fellows, Selectman 228.13
Marjorie D. Moisan, Town Clerk 410.01
Martha 0. Bailey, Ballot Clerk 84.38
Virginia A. Bartlett, Ballot Clerk 68.75
Suzette Clark, Ballot Clerk 28.13
Martha A. Krajeski, Ballot Counter 21.00
Elizabeth B. Leach, Ballot Clerk 194.00
Helena M. Perkins, Ballot Clerk 40.63
Charlene 0. Pinkerton, Ballot Clerk 200.25
Nancy A. Powierza, Ballot Clerk 218.25
Forrest T. Reynolds, Jr., Ballot Clerk 240.88
Myrtle B. Rogers, Ballot Clerk 250.25
John F. Swasey, Jr., Ballot Counter 21.00





Credits: Gas Tax Refund $ 3.29




Estabrook's Garage, Gas $ 36.29
108 Trustworthy Hardware Sto^e 131.61
Tamarack Tree Service 100.00
Paul C. Rogers 275.00
Keith A. Bisson, Trustee Labor $1,717.50
Truck 300.00 2,017.50
Milton W. Warden, Jr. Trustee Labor 1,194.75
Mower 40.00 2,234.75
William H. Standing, Jr. Tr. Labor 1,-147.50
Mower 670.00 2,117.50
Sandra C. Bisson, Records 139.25
Michael Bisson, Labor 15.00
Thomas Dickey, Labor 635.25




Appropriation '• 2 . '• 00
Credit: Eclipse Grange 1C.00




Exeter & Hampton Electric $7,647.94
Fellows Oil Company 3,167.01
Star Paper 155.31
Tri-State Maintenance Supply Corp. 96.99
Route 108 General Store 7.33
108 Trustworthy Hardware, Vacuum 298.63
Supplies 405.91
Crystal Lake Bottling, Water • 180.00
Hilbert Electric 92.09
Adams Plumbing & Heating 48.00
Lucien Cloutier, FD Repairs 80.00
William A. Baker, Electric Repairs 281.47
Forrest T. Reynolds, Jr., Repairs 20.00
Kenneth E. Blackden, Repairs 24.67
Smith Fire Equipment, Charge Extinguishers 65.00
Police Benevolent Association, Cleaning 493.00
Union Flag 32.50
Tamarack Tree Service, Flag Pole 105.68
SCI/The Water Depot, Well Tests 75.00
Petty Cash, Wreaths 9.98
Health Insurance Trust, Medical Insurance 2,000.70
David 6. Bisson, Custodian 5,601.63
Keith A. Bisson, Custodian 6,852.25
Truck 471.00













MMC, Inc., Assessment Updates










Sumner F. Kalman, Esq.
Sheehan, Phinney, Bass & Green













































Credits: Hearing Cost Refunds
Total
Expenditures:
Rockingham Planning Commission, Dues
Rockingham County Registry of Deeds
Rockingham Conservation District
Sumner F. Kalman, Esq.
Donahue, McCaffre & Sisemore






Sargent-Sowel 1 Inc., Locks
D.J. Casey Paper Company, Supplies
Reliable, Inc., Office Supplies
Bradlees, Telephone
George M. Moore, Jr., Expenses
Suzanne J. Ryan, Expenses
Susan J. Rice, Postage and Supplies









































Route 108 General Store, Gas
Moulaison & Son, Tires & Service
New England Telephone
MCI, Long Distance









Treasurer State of N.H., Radar
108 Trustworthy Hardware








Kenneth E. Blackden, Repairs
D.J. Casey Paper Company, Supplies
Equity Publishing Corp.
Clark Boardman Company, Ltd.
Reliable Inc., Office Supplies
Postmaster, Newton
Petty Cash, Postage, etc.
Health Insurance Trust, Medical Insurance
State of N.H.-MV
N.H. Law Directory & Daybook
Norman M. Bower, Mileage & Expenses
United Parcel Service
Page Medical
Campers Inn of Kingston
Bump & Grind Auto Body
Cameron Office Products, Contract
Allied Enterprises, Copier & Supplies
Baron Appliances, Air Conditioner
National Property Supply
K C Carpets


































































Sgt. James Champion, Fire Arms Instructor
Haverhill Radiological
Donald Briggs, Jr., Strobe Lights
Cresta & Son, Cistern Removal
The Laff Inn, Film
Rowes Corner Market, Film
Individual Safety Supply
Radio Shcak, Tape Recorder
Bradlees, Telephone
Everett Mitchell Plumbing
Loring, Short & Harmon, Copier Paper
Bruce Campbell, Mileage




































Robert A. Rubino, Sgt.
Mary Sue Sheppard, Secretary
Norman M. Bower, Chief
Bruce A. Campbell
Richard A. Labell, Sgt.





















































George Moulaison & Sons
E.J. Riemites Co. , Inc.
Senter Auto Suppl ies
Truck Sales & Service
Merrimac Motor Parts













Kenneth E. Blackden, Repairs
Home Safety Equipment




Route 108 General Store
Bound Tree Corp., EMT Supplies
Nationwide Building Supply






Seacoast Chief Fire Officers Association






















































William A. Baker, Electric
Lucien Cloutier, Repairs
Marion L. Kelly
Ed Berry, Holders for Scott Air Pak
William E. Ingalls, Blankets
Daniel Mastroianni .Repairs
Sandra Bouchard, Recertif ication Course
Newton Greenhouse





State of N.H. - MV, Plates
Fire Service Institute of New Hampshire
Dale Putnam, Course
Brian Peavey, Accountant Services
Day-Time Business Compensation
New Hampshire Firemen Association
David A. Baker, Expenses
David A. Baker, Chief, Salary


































William Bartlett & Sons Landscaping















David A. Baker, Chief $1,357.00
William Ingalls, Deputy Chief 1,546.25
William Standing, Jr. Deputy Chief 989.25
Arthur Adams 42.50
William Bartlett 156.00







Ralph D. Estabrook 1,473.25
Roland D. Estabrook 1,241.75





































1,233.75 Stanley Rogers 272.50
1,042.25 Lawrence Smith 489.25
249.25 Wi 1 1 iam Standing, III 724.25




















Journal of Civil Defense/Mtg.
Route 108 General Store
King Graphics, Name Plates & Holders
108 Trustworthy Hardware
Willowbrooke, Food
Horace R. Williams, Director
David A. Baker, Fire Chief
Norman M. Bower, Police Chief
Dewey Bowley, Road Agent
Gerald Bowley, Deputy Road Agent
Bruce A. Campbell, Police Officer
Jay Doggett, Assistant Civil Defense Dir.
Robert S. Donovan Jr., Police Officer
Walter Drover
Kalph E. Fellows, Selectman
Charles Hillner, Police Officer
William Ingalls, Deputy Fire Chief
Joel Johnson, Police Officer
Richard A. Label 1 , Police Officer
David R. LeDuc, Selectman




Glenn P. Miller, Police Officer













































Kenneth Pel letter, Health Officer & RADEF







William H. Standing, Jr.
Nancy J. Wrigley, Transportation
Robert Zalenski




























William A. Baker, Building Inspector
Dewey A. Bowley, Driveway
William E. Ingalls, Heating System















TOWN MAINTENANCE - Summer
Appropriation
Credit: Highway Block Grant - 1988













Adam Maxur Construction, Inc.
Highway Steel
N.H. Bituminous Co., Inc.
Midway Excavators
Dewey A. Bowley, Equipment
Dewey A. Bowley, Labor




















TOWN MAINTENANCE - Winter
Appropriation $ 56,838.00
Expenditures:
Keith A. Bisson, Plowing $ 2,948.00
Russell D. Estabrook, Sr., Plowing 5,830.00
Audie West, Plowing 1,012.00
Adam Mazur Construction, Inc. 3,588.50
Chester E. Bearce, Inc., Sand 2,580.00
Granite State Minerals, Salt 2,172.37
Howard P. Fairfield, Inc. 60.20
Dewey A. Bowley, Equipment 13,397.00
Dewey A. Bowley, Labor 275.50
Gerald S. Bowley, Labor 1,649.50
Audie West, Labor 60.00


















Tamarack Tree Service $ 6,442.46
TOTAL $ 6,442.46
Overdraft 142.46
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL AREA
Appropriation $113,202.00





Town of Kingston Landfill $44,186.57
Exeter & Hampton Electric 844.24
Gibbs Construction, Hauling & Dozer 40,507.00
MJS Metals 2,152.19
New England Telephone 352.10
MCI 22.00
AT & T 16.20
Triangle Chemical Toilet 150.00
W.J. Battles, Signs 199.20
108 Trustworthy Hardware 15.86
Daniel Mastroianni, Repairs 114.00
Bradlees, Telephone 17.99
BJ's, Telephone 14.99
Manchester Union Leader 67.23
District (149-M), Dues 1,000.00
1987 - Exp. of Reg. Refuse Disp. PI. Com. (53-B) 5,404.00
Health Insurance Trust 1,651.74
David G. Bisson, Custodian 12,682.38
Keith A. Bisson, Assistant Custodian 1,092.25





Credits: Dog Fines $ 560.00
Refund, Disposal Fee 4.50 564.50
Total $ 8,514.50
Expenditures:
Wheeler & Clark, Dog Tags $ 137.31
Baron's Appliances, Freezer 329.00
Postmaster, Newton 84.55
Angel View Pet Cemetery & Cremation Disposal 144.00
Judith A. Sargent, Salary 3,921.42



















Charlene 0. Pinkerton $4,500.00






108 Trustworthy Hardware 2.61
Treasurer, State of N.H., Laws 23.00
D.J. Casey Paper Company, Supplies 1.04
Petty Cash 1.38
Telephone 145.29
N.H. Local Welfare Admin. Assoc, Dues 25.00









Exeter & Hampton Electric $ 238.46
Select Service & Supply Co., Inc. 155.94
Haverhill Supply, Gates 954.90
PCA Industries, Pipes for Gates 463.02
State of N.H. Environmental Service, Water Test 32.00
Triangle Chemical Toilet, Service 420.00
108 Trustworthy Hardware 170.01
Brian Cheney, Beach Maintenance 50.00
Keith Bisson, Mowing & Raking 427.75
Russell D. Estabrook, Jr., Mowing 180.00
Custom Placques Unlimited 450.21
SUMMER PROGRAM:
Joanne Lawler, Supplies 300.00
Boston Museum of Science 245.00
Timberlane Transportation 1,215.00



























Kathleen R. Tedford, Refreshments
Newton Greenhouse
Sanborn Regional Band Association
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance







Appropriation - Warrant Article Disallowed By






Appropriation - Warrant Article Disallowed By


































Wajax Pacific Fire Equipment
Portors Blacksmith, Inc.
Edward Hilton, Welding
Lt. Donald Briggs, Lights
Truck Sales & Service
Merrimack Motor Parts
108 Trustworthy Hardware









WASTE DISPOSAL AREA BUILDING
Unexpended Balance - 1987
Expenditure:
Triangle Chemical Toilet Company
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL AREA
Unexpended Balance - 1987
Expenditure:
Daniel Mastroianni, Repair Compactor
TOTAL
Unexpended Balance
LAND SURVEY & TRANSFER - Cemetery
Special Appropriation
Expenditure:













































Eastern Plate Glass, Selectmen's Office Window
Kenneth E. Blackden, Selectmen's Office Window




FICA & RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTIONS
Appropriation
Credits: Police Services - FIAC
Police Services - N.H. Retirement Sys.
Internal Revenue Service - Refund
Total
Expenditures:
Exeter Banking Company, FICA







Credits: Workers' Compensation, Refund
Gale Library





































Bartlett Insurance Agency $11,237.30
Aetna Casualty & Surety 20,980.00







Credits: Police Services $ 10.01
Refund N.H.M.A. Unemploy. Comp. Fund 1,146.00 1,156.01
Total $ 2,506.01
Expenditure:




Unexpended Balance - 1987 $ 1,058.88
Expenditure:
Dewey A. Bcwley $ 1,885.00
TOTAL $ 1,885.00
Overdraft 826.12
1988 ACCOUNTS OWED BY TOWN - 12/31/88
Police Department - Lock, Stock & Barrel 1 $ 16.00
Fire Department - Motorola, 4 Pagers 1,436.00
Animal Control Officer - Uniforms 110.00
Animal Control Officer - 2 Animal Traps 90.00
SWDA - Heated Open-Top Container 6,750.00
Special ApproDriation - Forestry Truck 1,886.03
Special Appropriation - Senior Center,
MacGown, Brook & Reno 1,000.00
Special Appropriation - Library Copier 75.00
TOTAL $11,363.03
76
REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE
1988 was a busy year for the Newton Police Department. We had over
1,000 court cases this year. Corporal Bruce Campbell graduated from
the State Police Academy and Sergeant Rick Label 1 graduated from Police
Prosecutors School.
Through a grant from New Hampshire Yankee, at no cost to the Town, we
received $10,000 worth of radio equipment, which was desperately needed.
Through two grants from the State Highway Safety Agency, we managed to
get a radar worth $1,600, (the Newton Police Benevolent Association
donated 50% of the money for the purchase of the radar) and 18 D.W.I.
patrols worth $2,000 (no cost to the Town). Through friends, Don
Briggs, dr. (Kingston Police Dept.) and Mel Keddy (East Kingston Police
Dept.) we managed to get some decent furniture donated to our police
station.. Thanks to Warren 3ohnson of Kingston, NH and New England
Precast of Amesbury, MA, we now have a nice new set of concrete stairs
to the police station, no cost to the Town. We managed to do much more
updating of the Police Department over the past year, which should make
for a more safe and smoother operation in the future.
My thoughts on the future are to get the public interested in helping
the Police Department. "Please join the war on drugs!!!" Through































Auto Thefts 12 9 cleared
Bad Checks 6
Burglary 19 10 cleared
Criminal Mischief 42
Criminal Trespass 3
Receiving Stolen Property 1
Theft 35
Total ,124 19 cleared
MOTOR VEHICLE STATISTICS
Accidents Investigated 66
Traffic Citations Issued 782
Total 848
















Missing Persons 12 12 cleared
Neighbor Disputes 33
Open Door/Window 19




Assists to other Agencies 444
Total 1018
RECAPITULATION OF CASES AND CALLS i FOR 1988
Arrests Statistics 223
Accidents Investigated 66
Crimes Against Persons 43
Crimes Against Property 124
Miscellaneous Calls for Service 1018
Total 1474
Respectfully submitted,
Norman M. Bower, Chief of Police />cfi>™*^ ^ •
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NEWTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
In 1988 the Fire
1987 . The rescue calls
went from 55 to 84.
Department responses
went from 116 to 150
were up 27% over
and the f i re calls
You have a new Fire Chief, David A. Baker and two new
Deputy Fire Chiefs, William E. Ingalls and William H. Standing,
Jr. There are approximately thirty volunteer men and women on
the roster; fifteen of which have just completed the New Hampshire
Certified Fire Fighters Level I Course; one has completed the
Certified Level II Course; and three have been recertified as
First Responders. The Fire Department has recruited two day-time
fire fighters and two day-time E.M.T.'s. The Fire Department
has sponsored a six Town Mutual Aid Drill in March and
co-sponsored a fifteen Town Interstate Mutual Aid Drill in
November .
An automatic computerized Mutual Aid Program has been
installed at Rockingham Dispatch. The new Forestry Truck that
was appropriated at the 1988 Town Meeting has come on line and
is a great asset to the Town of Newton. The Department has
worked with the Boy Scouts in Newton on two projects.
The Members of the Fire Department would like to express
their thanks to the Police Department for all their help and
cooperation .
I would also like to thank all the members of the department
for their help given to me during my first year as Fire Chief.
Please remember: "SMOKE DETECTORS SAVE LIVES!"
NEWTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
STATISTICS
Number and types of calls:


















Total Oil Burner Permits Issued





















David A. Baker, Fire Chief
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GALE LIBRARY
Meeting the library needs of the community remains the
number one priority of the entire library staff. ' The Board of
Trustees, Librarians, and Staff members alike, work toward that
goal. They create policy, establish goals and objectives, work
hard to make available the most current and broadest collection
of titles and materials the budget will allow. If you are a new
resident of Newton, or have not been an active patron in recent
years, please give us the opportunity of introducing you to what
is available at your library. A handicapped ramp is available
at the entrance nearest the parking lot.
An up-swing in library use, noted early in 1988, continued
throughout the year. While circulation figures do not reflect
this increase, use of the Reference Collection and other reference
resources has grown substantially. The adult and children's
Reference Collections have been updated extensively. A new
program initiated by Newton and Kingston Librarians, and the
School District Librarians, will ensure that students and
teachers will be aware of the availability of area library
resources.
Our sincere thanks to the Friends of the Gale Library for
their generous donations, a refrigerator, and an Apple HE
Computer, an Imagewriter Printer, and the many hours of effort
needed, to plan and execute these programs, to raise money for
this equipment. We thank Norman E. West, Jr. for donating two
paintings, in memory of Clifford R. Bryer, former Trustee of the
Gale Library, 1966 - 1977. We also thank Ruth Bragg for
volunteering many hours to the library community.
The generous nature of the community as a whole was clearly
evident during the 1988 holiday season. Our 3rd annual "Angel
Tree" program was a success because you cared. We appreciate
your support all year long and will continue to put forth our
best effort.
Respectfully submitted,
Irene Nally Marylou Fowler
Library Director, Sue Mears
Susan Peterson Barbara Wadleigh
Librarian Board of Trustees
STATISTICS - Year Ending December 31, 1988
total Circulation: 14,472
Adult Fiction 3,058 Adult Non-fiction 2,325
E & J Fiction 3,633 E & J Non-fiction 2,428
Magazines 1,513 Paperbacks 476
Records 108 Cassettes 191
Cass/Books 97 Uncarded Material 117
VHS-Movies 582 F
i
Imstr i ps/Cassettes 5
Equipment Use 35 Games 9
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N.H. State Library 31
Films Borrowed:
N.H. State Library 9
Professional Advancement:
PLT Courses: Libr. 523, Libr. 525
Marie Carrabba































s and Early Settlers





Cal 1 igraphy Class
Little Red Wagon
Santa ' s Visit
of Newton - Paul Holmes
Newton - Elizabeth Standing
Newton - Pat Gleichauf
- Sterl ing Lopez
ealogy - Ruth Bragg
eading Programs:
s and Books
g Group (The Emerald
Library Fine Funds :
Balance January 1, 1988
Rec'd Fines & Gifts
Spent on Media
Balance December 31, 1988
Patrons participating















GALE LIBRARY TREASURER'S REPORT
January 1, 1988 to December 31, 1988
Balance on Hand January 1, 1988
Plaistow Cooperative Bank























































Reconci 1 iat ion :
Plaistow Cooperative Savings
Plaistow Cooperative (Now Acct)
Cash 'on Hand








Frances S. Mears, Treasurer
Gale Library Trustees
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NEWTON PLANNING BOARD REPORT
During the calendar year 1988, the Newton Planning Board
held twenty-four (24) regular meetings, seventeen (17) work
meetings and conducted twenty-two (22) Public Hearings.
1988 LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS
NAME ADDRESS DECISION DATE
R. Bateman, Jr. &
Medical Marketing So. M


















































































PENDING LOT LINE ADJUSTMENTS
NAME ADDRESS
& C. Spencer






C. & J. Rogers
R. Young
Chrigstrom Estate
Wilson, Edmonds & Decker
ADDRESS






PENDING NON-RESIDENTIAL SITE PLAN REVIEW
NAME ADDRESS
Merr imac Va 1 ley Tool South Main St
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During 1988, the Planning Board spent many work sessions
completing the present version of the Sub-division Regulations.
These regulations were adopted by the Planning Board during the
year
.
At the annual election it was voted to not fill the position
of "Secretary" and fill the positions of Vi ce-Cha i rman and
Treasurer. George M. Moore, Jr. was elected Chairman, Richard
E. Monahan was elected Vice-Chairman and Nancy J. Marden was
elected Treasurer.
The Planning Board holds its regular meetings on the second
and fourth Tuesday of each month on the second floor of the Town
Hall. The Planning Board invites the public to attend these
meetings. All Public Hearings for the subdivision of land and
Non-residential Site Plan Reviews are scheduled for the fourth
Tuesday of the month.
Meeting Notices and agendas for the meetings are posted in
the Town Hall and the both Post Offices at least twenty-four
(24) hours prior to a meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
George M. Moore, Jr.
Planning Board Chairman
BUILDING INSPECTOR REPORT
1988 has resulted in fewer new homes but of higher quality
construction. The adoption of the B.O.C.A. Building Codes is a
forward step in assuring that the new home buyer gets good value
for his dol lar .
Contractors and Builders have been cooperative and I am
sure this trend will continue. The opening of the Plaistow Bank
and Trust is a service long needed. This Bank and the Atlas
Truck Terminal are commercial assets that we need more of and we
welcome them to Newton.
STATISTICS - Year Ending December 31, 1988
New Homes 20
Swimming Pools 7
Barns and Sheds 18
Garage Permits 10
Commercial Permits 4









The Newton Conservation Commission has had a good developmental
year. The Commission continues to meet en the first, third and
fifth Thursdays of each month. Field observations and walk overs








is continuing to work on
is being developed from
as our own observations
the wetlands map of
surveys supplied by
of town and private









We try to contact the
to observe a specific parcel.
We estimate that the members of the Conservation Commission
have put in an excess of 400 hours of volunteer time for projects,
meetings, and site plan review sessions. If the Town had
consultant for these hours, we estimate that over $20,000
have been spent.
The Commission wishes to thank those members who have
We will especially miss Myrtle Rogers who has been a
Commission Member since it was first formed in 1972.
members have joined the commission this year and will
keep the town's best interests in mind. We welcome y j u r
as concerned citizens and your participation in our
projects. Anyone interested in the Conservation Commission may
submit an application for membership.
The Planning Board and the Conservation Commission continue to
work together to bring a level of thorough review to town development.
The Commission reviews subdivision and development site plans. The
review considers the long term effects of dredging and filling
system placement, and impacts on drinking water
This year we have sponsored several changes and
Town Wetland Ordinance. These changes will bring
to date with currently accepted conservation practices
.
of the Commission are still participating in the
Continuing Education Programs at both the State and Local levels.
Some of the topics at these seminars have included: "Ground Water
Protection", "Land Use Planning" and "Identification of Wetlands".
Information that recently came to the attention of the Commission
is that land areas of less than 10 acres may be assessed at Current
Use values by applying to the Planning Board for a Discretionary
Easement for a specified period of time. The Current Use Law is
designed to encourage the preservation of open space land. This is
done by assessing and taxing a qualifying parcel based on its present
use (wetland, forest, or farmland) instead of its zoned use potential
(residential or industrial). Current Use classifications include
wetland, forest land, and natural preserve land. Consider preserving
your part of Newton for the future; consider placing a portion of
your lot into Current Use. We can assist you in the application
process. The Commission is also able to accept gifts of land or
donations to help preserve open space in town. A donation may be
deductable on your federal taxes.
Do your part and support the activities of your Conservation
Commission. Help keep Newton "GREEN AND CLEAN"!
Respectfully submitted,








ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER REPORT
I would like to thank all dog owners that got their dogs
licensee in 1988. I am asking for your help and cooperation
in 1989, as my goal again this year is to get all dogs licensed
and to enforce the restraining law in the Town of Newton.
We have a new disposal system for animals this year. The
Town of Newton purchased a freezer and I have a contract with a
company to empty it when needed.
I am looking forward to assisting you again in 1989 with
any problems you may have relating to animals. I can be reached
at (603) 382-8144 or located at 42 Harrimon Road in Plaistow,
N.H. 03865.
ANIMAL CONTROL CALLS FOR 1988
Calls for Information 448
Calls for Lost Dogs 30
Stray Cats 18
Doqs Picked Up 102
Cats Picked Up 52
Dogs Returned to Owners 79
Cats Returned to Owners 10
Dogs Placed in New Homes 44
Barking Dog Complaints 36
Dogs Killed By Cars 17
Cats Killed By Cars 39
Dog Bites 4
Restraining Orders Issued 104
Court Violations Issued 186
1988 Dogs Licensed 555








Dead Animals Disposed of
(Skunks, Raccoons, Rabbits, Fox, Coyote)
Live Skunks Trapped and Relocated
Live Raccoons Trapped and Relocated
Damages Paid By Town For Dog Damage
Cruelty to Animal Cases 1
1988 Dog License Notices Sent Out 302
Fines Paid to the Town for Unrestrained
and Barking Dog Problems $560.00
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REPORT OF TRUST FUNDS
Created for the Year Ending December 31, 1988
W. & A. Clark
Frank Gibbs
R. & G. Gibbs
Phyllis J. Melnik
Thomas & Pat Dickey
W. & A. Clark































John F. Swasey, Jr.
Emma A. Ingalls
BOARD OF APPEALS
The Board of Appeals has heard seven (7) appeals and held
several informal sessions to hear the feasibility to requests
during 1988. Some requests were not followed up by the applicant
because the request would require a Special Exception which is
not allowed.
Thomas F. Grogan resigned
Moderator and the alternates
appointment of a permanent member,
appointed in November.
You are reminded that the Board
available for preliminary discussions to
needs .
from the Board





meets monthly and is




in population in Newton has done
of the Board of Health. As more
town, we all become closer
complaints about junk cars,
other things. A word of
to talk to your neighbor
agency in mitigating the
Again the steady growth
most to effect the activities
homes and businesses are built around
neighbors. This inevitable leads to
solid waste, septic odors and many
advice from the Board of Health is
first before involving any town
situation. By no means am I asking you not to ask for assistance
in any health related matter.
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Many individuals sought information on health related
matters for which we were able to provide assistance and/or were
able to obtain assistance from a state agency. These problems
or inquiries involved many areas of public health including -
smoking in public places, bats, radon, water problems,
communicable diseases, solid waste and indoor pollutants.
As Health Officer, I continued to be involved with Civil
Defense drills for Seabrook. Newton currently needs individuals
to be trained as assistant RADEF Officers.
Cleanup has begun over at the Kingston Steel Barrel Site
and we will continue to monitor this and other factors affecting
water quality of Country Pond.
Many regulations regarding septic systems have changed at
the State level regarding septic system design, installation and
repair. A summary of these regulations is available at the
Selectmen's Office. During 1988 Newton began requiring that all
well and septic system installers be registered with the Town.
Also, a permit from the Board of Health must be obtained at the
Selectmen's Office prior to installing or repairing a well or
septic system.
Robert Leverone was appointed as Assistant Health Officer
in September and has been under going training over the past few
months. He will be assisting with the inspections this year
while still furthering his training.
If you have any health related questions or concerns,
please do not hesitate to call or write and we will continue to
try to assist you as best we can. Where we can't provide
immediate assistance we have the backup of both the State
Department of Public Health and Department of Environmental
Serv ices to call on .
SOLID WASTE
(149-M)
The year began with the 149-M District's Plan being accepted
by the District in January, and subsequent State acceptance in
February. This is not the end of 149-M. The District is
responsible to annually review its Plan and update it as needed
and to review and comment on any proposed private or public
solid waste facilities within the District (21 municipalities).
Also in 1988, the State Legislature passed a law requiring all
plans to be updated and revised to current conditions by October
1, 1989.
At Town Meeting last year, Newton voted not to pursue
membership in the 53-B proposed District and revoted at a Special
Town Meeting in August again in the negative. We continued
being members of the Planning Board until the end of August when
it went out of existence and the 53-B District was formed by 11
towns .
The increasing difficulties in getting rid of solid waste
has become very evident as a visit to our transfer station would
tell any of us. The mounting scrap metal pile and growing pile
RQ
is only part of the problem. Anticipated' increases in
ees were announced by Kingston at the end of the year
the current rate of $13.00 per capita to $60.00 per
July. This brings this 'years rates averaged out for
year to $36
.
50/cap i ta (nearly triple last years rates)
icipated increases next year.
[ton, as with the other towns that did not join the 53 -
B
., is responsible to provide to the 14 9- M District its
short & long term ) for the various solid waste- streams
(septage, scrap metal, brush and general solid waste). This
must be submitted in time for the District to complete a report
for 10/01/89. Efforts on this behalf have started with Newton
meeting with four other local towns in preparation to forming a
149-M subdistrict to stress recycling, composting, septage







The Newton Food Pantry located in the Town Hall has
supplies of emergency food to help individuals and families
who are temporarily in need.
This is not a grocery store and can not be used as one.
I am here to give out food and show people other resources.
The service is free to Newton residents and confidentiality is
assured. In the past, I have received and filled about 54
requests including Thanksgiving and Christmas baskets.
The pantry is stocked with non-perishable food stuffs
which have been donated by local churches, Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, Brownies and individuals or purchased with contributed
funds. I am a member of the Northern New England Food Bank,
received grant money from the Federal Emergency Management
Association and United States Department of Agriculture Surplus
Foods when available.
Respectfully submitted,
C n a r i e n e . ? i r, < e r z o n
Welfare Agent
QD
CURRENT USE ACREAGE - 1988





























McElroy, Thomas & Nora
Melville, Bruce & Elsie
Messer, Richard




0' Ma Hey, Karen & Dorothy
Peaslee, George




Ray, Jean, Gene & John




20. 9A Unmgd F&F, Bear Hill Road
2A Perm. Past, 10A Pine, 40A Hard,
Thornell Road
5A Forage, 3A Unmgd F&F, 2A Wet,
Merrimac Road
10. 3A Forage, Merrimac Road
18A Unpro. Wild, Cedar Swamp
20A Forage, 10A Perm. Past.,
12A Hard, North Main Street
22. 4A Hard, Pond Street
55A Unmgd F&F, Heath Street
68. 3A Unmgd F&F, South Main Street
22. 6A Wet, Smith Corner Road
71. 4A Pine, Bartlett Street
11. 5A Unmgd F&F, Currierville Rd.
17. 4A Unmgd F&F, South Main Street
17.1 A Unmgd F&F, Country Pond Road
10A Unmgd F&F, Maple Avenue
44A Unmgd F&F, Whittier Street Ext.
25A Unmgd F&F, Gale Village Road
27A Unmgd F&F, 3A Wet, Thornell Rd.
4A Unpro. Wild, 6A Wet,
Smith Corner Road
23. 3A Hard, off Town Hall Road
2.08A Unmgd F&F, Country Pond Road
20. 8A Unmgd F&F, South Main Street
89A Unmgd F&F, New Boston Road
6.9A Pine, 25. 9A Hard, Smith Corner
2.5A Hort, 43. 5A Hard, 1A Unmgd F&F,
5A Wet, Whittier Street
3A Pine, 8A Hard, 5A Unpro. Wild,
5.5A Wet, Pond Street
6A Unmgd F&F, 4A Wet, Bartlett St.
39. 9A Hard, Webster Road
18. 8A Unmgd F&F, Amesbury Road
18. 7A Pine, Amesbury Road
11. 6A Spruce, Webster Road
10A Hort., 13A Hard, Amesbury Road
12A Unmgd F&F, South Main Street
50A Pine, Smith Corner Road
57A Forage, 7A Perm. Past., 76A Unmgd
F&F, 36A Wet, Merrimac Road
10A White Pine, Maple Avenue
40A Hard, Pond Street
12A Hard, Whittier Street
53. 4A Spruce, North Main Street
6A Unmgd F&F, Webster Road
2.5A Unmgd F&F, Webster Road
17. 8A Unmgd F&F, North Main Street
8A Perm. Past., 16. 5A Hard, 3A Wet,
Thornell Road
209. 2A Unmgd F&F, South Main Street
290A Unmgd F&F, Smith Corner Road
27. 8A Unmgd F&F, Town Hall Road
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V & M Associates
Wotherspoon, Lee & Nancy
Xenakis, Mark & Susan
George, Richard, Clarence, Francis
10A Unmgd F&F, Town Hall Road
7.8A Hcrt, 24. 1A Hard, 12. 8A Wet,
Highland Street
5A Unmgd F&F, 8A Wet, Thornell Road
10A Hard, North Main Street
24A Hard, Whittier Street Ext.
7.4A Perm. Past., 7A Hard,
South Main Street
38A Unmgd F&F, Currierville Road
39. 2A Hard, Smith Corner Road
16A Hard, 24A Pine, Whittier St. Ext,
Discretionary Easement:
Foy, James 8A Unpro. Wild, Peaslee Crossing
Road (Rear)
ARTICLE 3 of the WILL OF EMMA GALE HARRIS
"For the benefit of my native town of Newton, Rockingham
County, New Hampshire, I give and bequeath to Harris Trust and
Savings Bank, its successor or successors and its or their
assigns, the sum of Twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to
be known as the "Gale Memorial Fund" in memory of my parents,
Dr. Jonathan Greeley Gale, who there practiced medicine for
forty years, and my mother, Susan Shaw Gale, whose noble
character and unselfish 'love were an inspiration to all who
knew her, said fund to be held by my said Trustee upon the
following trusts, that is to say:
"From time to time to disburse the net income from said
Trust Fund for the benefit of the sick poor of said community,
or in any other way which shall accomplish the greatest good
for said town, upon the recommendation of the Board of Selectmen
of said Town of Newton, subject, however, to the approval of my




During the past year we experienced many changes. We
changed our name from Rockingham Child and Family Services to
Rockingham Counseling Center. We feel that our new name more
accurately reflects our commitment to provide counseling to al 1
individuals who may be experiencing difficulties. Add i t ional ly
,
our kind and generous landlord of several years, Phillips
Academy, was unable to renew our lease. This necessitated our
9 Hampton Road, Exeter. We also
an office
satel 1 ite
move to a new location at
expanded our service; with
complex in Portsmouth and a
in the "Hospital Hill
of f i ce in Raymond .
What has not changed, is our commitment to provide
counseling services to all individuals experiencing problems
such as drug and alcohol abuse, divorce, depression, child
abuse, etc. In the past year we provided over 2700 hours of
counseling to those in need of help. One of the reasons our
clients come to us, is due to their inability to pay the hourly
fees of $50.00 to $75.00 per hour. We provide private and
group counseling regardless of their ability to pay. We
evaluate each client's financial capacity and adjust billings
on a sliding scale bas i s .
of revenue include; The Seacoast United Way,
charitable contributions, fund raising events and
of the State, County and the various towns of
Rockingham County. The town contributions are a primary source





Should you need additional information,
myself at 430-9393 or Paula Ciolko at 772-3786.
please contact
Respectful ly ,
Jan is C . Kern
Rockingham Counseling Center
A SAFE PLACE
A SAFE PLACE provides emergency shelter and support
services to battered women and their children from Rockingham
and Strafford Counties, New Hampshire and southern York County,
Maine. We depend on funding from our local communities in
order to continue providing these vital services to over 1,000
women and children yearly.
During the first ten months
Newton residents with a total of
such as peer counseling, crisis





of 1988, we served seven
nineteen units of service,
intervention through our
support groups, and court
units of service projected for this year
Thank you for your support of our work with
from the Town of Newton. If you need assistance
at (603) 436-7924.







Lamprey Health Care marks eighteen years of/ service in
1989! Two medical offices, one in Newmarket and one in Raymond,
provide primary medical care, preventive health services,
community outreach, social services' and short term counselling
with referral to mental health agencies.
Services also provided by Lamprey Health Care include the
Senior Citizen Transportation Program and the Rockingham County
Info-Center, information and referral service.
The medical team at Lamprey Health Care consists of six
physicians: Sarah C. Oxnard, MD is a Pediatrician and is the
Medical Director of Lamprey Health Care. Edward G. Benoit, MD
is a Family Physician and is Associate Medical Director at our
Raymond facility. Karen 0. Brainard, MD is a Family Physician
practicing in Raymond. Paul E. Friedrichs, MD and Micki A.
Kantrowit7, MD are both Family Physicians at the Newmarket
Center. Cynthia A. Rasmussen, MD is an Obstetr i c i an /Gynecolog i st
who directs the Prenatal Program operated by Lamprey Health Care
and provides gynecological services. Also on staff at Lamprey
Health Care are Michael C. Lewis, Certified Physician's Assistant,
Barbara Janeway, Nurse Practitioner and John Mark Blowen, Nurse
Practitioner. Registered and Licensed Practical Nurses and a
Medical Assistant round out the medical team.
The addition of physicians in recent years has allowed
Lamprey Health Care to respond to the growing demand for services
in this area
.
Lamprey Health Care continues to operate the Senior Citizen
Transportation Program. The transportation service enables
senior citizens to remain independent, self-sufficient and
active by providing a means to needed services such as food
shopping, pharmacy, meals, medical appointments and recreational
trips. Three of the busses are equipped with hydraulic lifts to
provide services to individuals in wheelchairs.
Lamprey Health Care also operates the Rockingham County
Info-Center which provides information and referral services to
the residents of the area. Information and referral is available
to callers through a toll-free number on a wide range of subjects
The toll-free number is 1-800-582-7214.
Lamprey Health Care wishes to express its appreciation to
the Town of Newton for its support.
Respectf u 1 ly ,
Ann H. Peters
Executive Director
FAMILY MEDIATION & JUVENILE SERVICES
As of July of this year, along with the hiring of a new
program coordinator, "Family Mediation of Southern Rockingham
County" has expanded into "Family Mediation & Juvenile Services"
so as to service more of your town's juveniles and families.
At this time, the program not only serves as a resource for
families experiencing conflicts but as a referral source for
other serv ices, a
police department
offering these new programs:
COMMUNITY RESTITUTION:
to the al ready estab i i shed
juvenile may "work off" his
in the town where the offense
crisis intervention program, a liaison to the
and the Plaistow District Court, as well as
An alternate diversionary program
Family Mediation program, in which a
sentence and/or fine at a work site
took place.
PRISON TOUR: (of the Rockingham County
is targeted at the "borderline"
has been enmeshed in the court
Jail in Brentwood )
juvenile. That is
system but yet has
continuing down
consists of two
by Lt . Charron .




not done anything to prevent him/herself from
the same self -destruct i ve path. The program
phases. First, an individual tour of the jail
He portrays to the youth the realities of life
County Jail. Second, a one-on-one discussion
that is hand picked by Dr. Mary Greene, Substance Abuse Counselor
at the jail. The goal being that by providing a realistic view
as to what consequences the youth will face if he/she continues
with the socially unacceptable behavior, the youth will be
motivated to seek out help in order to resolve those issues that
lead to that sort of behavior.
DRUG ABUSE REDUCTION TRAINING: (DART) This program is
targeted at those youths who are bTought to the attention of the
court and/or police for being in possession of, or under the
influence of, or committing a crime under the influence of
alcohol and/or other drugs. The idea behind DART is to provide
educational support in which an emphasis is on self -evaluation
in a safe and supportive peer environment. DART gives
participants the tools with which to understand substance abuse
so that they can make positive decisions about the role of
alcohol and drugs in their lives.
I hope that you are
aforementioned programs and
of the needs of your town's
hope that you will continue
forward to continued work
pleased with the addition of the
that we are now able to target more
juveniles and families. I sincerely
to support the program, and I look
with residents from your community.
Respectful ly
,
Marta Mod i g 1 i an i
Program Coordinator
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EXETER AREA VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION, INC.
1988 was our thirtieth anniversary year as a Visiting Nurse
Association. During those thirty years', the Association has offered
in-the-home health care for illness on a continuous basis. In
addition, the EAVNA has also offered a variety of adult health
services and child health services.
The continued viability of our community health services are
dependent upon town monies which enable us to provide special
programs and services e.g. flu immunizations, well child clinics.
The following is an unaudited report of the service statistics
for 1988:
Home Care Services
Nursing visits to the home - registered nurses provide skilled
nursing care during illness or after hospitalization. 192
Home visits by physical, occupational and speech therapists - licensed
personnel provide therapy during illness or after hospitalization. 38
Home visits by health aides - certified aides provide personal care
to those unable to do so. 193
Other home visits 11
Adult Health Services
Blood Pressure Screenings - clinics for detection of abnormalities,
monitoring, counseling and referral. 9
Blood sugar and iron screenings - clinic for detection and referral
for diabetes mellitus and iron deficencies. 3
Footcare Clinic visits - clinic provides assessment, referral and
direct footcare to senior citizens. 37
Flu immun i zat ions
indi v idual s . 26
influenza vaccine administered to high risk
Walking Club - twice a week opportunity for residents to enjoy,
under supervision, this most useful form of exercise. 1
Home visits to mother and children - visits by registered nurses to
assess newborns and new mother and provide anticipatory guidance.
Well-child Clinic visits - provide well child physical exams,
and guidance for children from birth to six years of age. 28
Total Units of Service 545
Total Monetary Value of Services $24,235.00
We look forward to continuing the provision of






ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION
July 1 , 1987 - June 30, 1988
Rockingham County Community Action Program (RCCAP) is a
private, non-profit corporation, officially designated as the
anti-poverty agency to serve the low-income population of
Rockingham County. Its mission is to serve the multitude of
needs of the area's low-income residents by assisting them in
coping with the hardships of poverty, giving them the tools to
lift themselves out of poverty, and seeking to eradicate the
root causes of poverty. RCCAP has now been effectively serving
those needs for more than twenty-three years.
As a county-wide organization, linked to state and national
service networks, the agency seeks to mobilize all available
local, state and federal resources, both private and public, to
bring to bear on the problems of poverty. As an agent of change,
RCCAP encourages low-income individuals to attain the skills,
knowledge and motivation to become self-sufficient. And as
advocates for the poor, we strive to create a general community
awareness of and responsiveness to the needs of the disadvantaged.
Our efforts are conducted through Outreach Centers and
Program Sites located in Exeter, Portsmouth, Raymond, Salem and
Seabrook, as well as intake, clinic and/or distribution sites in
19 of the county's 37 communities.
Community Action currently provides a range of services,
unduplicated elsewhere in the county, which: 1) meet immediate,
frequently critical, individual crises, and 2) provide the means
to help prevent or eliminate the pervasive causes and effects of
poverty. These include:
1. FUEL ASSISTANCE : 48 Newton Residents - $24,281.00.
Provides f inane i al grants of up to $500 to income-eligible
households to assist with energy-related expenses. Severe
hardship recipients also qualify for up to $150 of additional
aid through a number of supplemental assistance programs.
2. WEATHERIZATION : 6 Newton Residents - $13,364.00.
Provides hi gh quality energy conservation materials and a
trained staff to weatherize homes of income eligible
individuals in order to reduce heating costs and conserve
energy .
3. SUPPLEMENTAL ENERGY PROGRAMS : 5 Newton Residents - $8,846.00.
Provides home repa i rs and repair or replacement of furnaces
and heating units for low income home-owners.
4. CHILD CARE RESOURCE & REFERRAL : 5 Newton Residents - $238.00.
Compi les current data on" a 1 1 available child care options,
provides child care referrals to employees of participating
companies as well as to the general public, and expands the
supply of quality child care by recruiting, training and
assisting new providers.
5. WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN (WIC) : 22 Newton Residents - $10,505.00.
Offers supp 1 ementa 1 nutr i t ious foods, nutrition education,
breastfeeding support and health care referral to eligible
pregnant women, nursing mothers, infants and children up to
age f i ve .
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6. CENTER SERVICES : 41 Newton Residents - $314.00.
I nc
1
ude a wide range of services offered by outreach center
personnel, including information and referral, aavocacy,
direct client assistance and crisis intervention services.
7. CRISIS ASSISTANCE (FEMA FUNDS) : 1 Newton Resident - $695.00.
Prov ides a one-t ime financial grant to eligible households
for the payment of rent, mortgage, electricity or fuel for
those in emergency situations (those who face evictions,
foreclosures, utility terminations or lack of fuel). Funds
are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
8. LIFE LINE (EMERGENCY RESPONSE SYSTEMS) : 4 Newton Residents - $1,673.00.
Offers emergency response systems that help homebound elderly
or disabled persons to maintain their independence; helps to
ensure the safety and quality of life of the elderly and
handicapped and provides immediate access to community
medical responders.
9. SURPLUS FOOD DISTRIBUTION : 243 Newton Residents - $3,302.00.
Di ssemi nates USDA Commodity Foods, including cheese, butter,
flour, dried milk, cornmeal and rice to thousands of low-income
households as a supplement to their diets.
In addition to these major programs, much of our staff time
is devoted to working with people who come to us seeking help.
During the past year, we received 41 calls or visits from Newton
residents, many of which were crisis calls involving fuel or
utility problems, the lack of food or clothing or general
financial needs. By working closely together with local and
state welfare administrators, fuel and utility companies, other
human service .agencies and interested clergy and civic groups,
we are able to link those in need with the services available to
them.
Since the services we offer greatly relieve the towns we
serve from the full burden of providing for the needs of their
low-income residents, we ask every community we serve to make a
financial contribution to our agency based upon the level of
service we have provided to its residents. The amount we request
equals 3.5% of the total dollar value of services provided
during the previous fiscal year, which means that we request
$3.50 for every $100.00 we provide in direct services.
From July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988, Community Action
provided $63,218.00 in services to Newton residents. We are
therefore requesting the Town of Newton to contribute 3.5% of this
amount, or $2,213.00. The Town of Newton has contributed to our




Greater Raymond Community Action
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ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMISSION
Newton received a variety of assistance from the Rockingham
Planning Commission during 1988. The most significant help came
in the form of on-site technical assistance during January,
February, and March. The Circuit Rider Planner provided services
such as reviewing and critiquing subdivision and site plan
applications; assisting in preparation of land use ordinances
and regulations; giving advice to residents and developers in
preparing applications; assisting the Planning Board with the
administration of Newton's land use regulations.
The following assistance was also rendered to Newton during
calendar year 1988:
1. Provided six afternoons of on-site technical assistance at
the A. Marian Hatch Building.
2. Attended three public hearings for development plans.
3. Attended two work sessions and one public hearing to consider
the Planning Board's proposed zoning amendments.
4. Drafted various documents on behalf of the Planning Board
including: a public hearing notice for the Board's zoning
amendments; a public hearing notice for changes to the
Subdivision Regulations; a memo to the Board which was
critical of a citizen's zoning amendment petition that
would have allowed special exceptions for frontage, lot
size, and setbacks; prepared warrant articles for proposed
zoning amendments.
5. Entered the Newton Zoning Ordinance and the Building
Regulations into the RPC computer, also incorporating
zoning amendments from the 1988 Town Meeting. Distributed
10 copies to the Planning Board. A new set of adopted Subdivision
Regulations was subsequently entered into the RPC computer.
6. Provided the Planning Board with the following: two examples
of Capital Improvements Programs; and copies of the Town's
Base Map and Zoning Map (for updating).
7. Provided technical consultation to the Planning Board
Chairman and Secretary. Issues and topics include the
following: selling of lots on unapproved subdivisions;
zoning enforcement; the proposed Post Office site; frontage
variances; car dealership licensing; solid waste recycling;
commercial zoning along the Plaistow border; stump dumps;
subdivision and site plan review procedures; the proposed
wetlands ordinance; and maximum site coverage.
8. Attended two Finance Committee meetings to discuss RPC
serv ices.
9. Completed the revised Zoning Map and submitted same for the
Town's final review before its reduction for the Zoning
Ord i nance .
10. Met with Bob Prokop of the N.H. Wetlands Board to discuss a
subd i v i s i on plan.
We look forward to continuing to provide planning assistance
to your community in the coming year.





The Vic Geary Center, 18 Greenough Road, Plaistow, is a
non-profit organization incorporated and registered with the New
Hampshire Charitable Trust. The Center serves as a senior center
for the Towns of Plaistow, Hampstead, Newton, Atkinson, Kingston,
Sandown and Danville. Operation of the Center is administered by a
Board of Directors representing the Towns it serves. Newton is
represented by Charlene 0. Pinkerton, Welfare Administrator for the
town
.
Five days per week, the Rockingham County Nutrition Program
provides a hot noon meal for senior citizens in the center's dining
room and meals on wheels are delivered to the 7 towns for elderly
and disabled residents of those towns. Frozen meals are delivered
for weekends and holidays and blizzard bags containing canned meals
are provided in case of inclement weather. Dietary restrictions
such as diabetes and salt restrictions are considered. 17 Newton
residents received meals on wheels this past year.
Funds for operating the Center are solicited from seven
aforementioned towns, private donations, fund raising activities
and rental of the facility to private sector and other non-profit
organizations. Several senior organizations hold their monthly
meetings at the Center free of charge. These organizations include
the Merry Travelers and XYZ (Extra Years of Zest).
Social activities are an important part of the daily routine
at the center. These include dance classes, walking club, cards,
pool, games and beano. Guest speakers on current topics are
regularly invited. Clinics are held throughout the year such as:
blood pressure each month and regular sight, hearing and foot clinics
which are conducted by Derry Visiting Nurses with doctors in
attendance. Annual programs such as free tax assistance and fuel
assistance intakes are also offered.
The Nutrition Program Manager at the Vic Geary Center is always
available to provide information on all aspects of senior citizen
related problems, counseling those persons wishing such information
and helping access them to proper channels to handle these problems.
18,553 units of social service was provided this past year,
1,045 units of transportation was provided, and
3,107 hours were donated by volunteers working at the Center.
The Center is a pleasant, spacious place for senior citizens
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